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The purpose of any university is to enlighten. Taylor does
so by instilling a comprehension of classroom materials along
with an understanding of self, environment, and one's rela-
tionship to God.
"These who come in may see the light ..." Lk. 8:16
Above, left: Students gather for academic chapel. Left: Rice Bell Tower with
Hermanson Music Center In background Above: Dr Jay Kesler presenting
Fred Boch, music educator, with an honorary doctorate.
"We must not only teach students about
the Savoir, but also encourage them to imi-
tate Him . . . Continued commitment to world
evangelism, accompanied by a liberal arts edu-
cation and enlightened by love, is our histori-
cal mandate.
"
— Dr. Jay Kesler, during his inaugural address.
Opening/3
Limelight—
"It has become a true fact and
realization in our lives that even in
the midst of problems, God can do
anything if we're willing to let him
work through us. " — Ric Florian.
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Some who come to Taylor enjoy its limelight by serving as
student leaders, participating in sports, performing in musical
groups, or by joining in an energized airband. Taylor offers
numerous ways to be involved. Those who achieve the lime-
light have the unique opportunity to honor God with their
special ability.
'You are the light of the world Matt. 5:14
Above: TU football players discuss the homecoming game Page four, top
left: Jennifer Lutrell belts out a song in the Variety Show, Top right: the
Chorale performs for Dr. Kesler's Inauguration. Bottom: Guys from First Mor-




Of course, our favorite times at Taylor are the magic mo-
ments spent with friends. Daily delight may be found in just
goofing off with friends or dressing up for a Christmas ban-
quet. Other, quieter pleasures can be found in Taylor sce-
nery, from the pleasing architecture of the new Zondervan
library to simpler sights, such as the water tower.
"Delight yourself in the Lord and He will give you the desires
of your heart." Ps. 37:4
6/Opening
Page six, top The new Zondervan Library and
Rice Bell Tower Bottom. A group of TU tnends
leaving chapel Page seven, top: Students envy-




When the cares of the day settle into campus evening,
Taylor students enjoy a variety of diversions from the excite-
ment of a Whiteheart concert to the quiet of a campus night.
"When Jesus spoke again to the people he said, 1 am the
light of the world. Whoever follows me will never walk in
darkness, but will have the light of life!' " Jn. 8:12
8/Openmg
Ric Florian entertains students at the Whiteheart con
cert.
The Lighter Side -
Then there's the lighter side of campus life — the fun-
loving, "let's do it just because" world of out-of-class exis-
tence.
"Whoever loves his brother lives in the light
Top Chrystal Handy and Carole Newmg
get their pictures taken with Santa at the
annual Christmas banquet Middle. Brian
Bartow, James Kenniv, Jim Wierenga and
Joe Maniglia entertain during their Variety
Show performance. Bottom: a sign outside
the new Zondervan Library encouraging
students to use the new sidewalks Page
eleven, top: Geoff Moore opens the
White Heart concert. Bottom Steve For-
tenberry and Marty Harland transport a






Taylor sports allow students to compete on both the inter-
collegiate and intramural level. From basketball to soccer,
from Fall to Spring, Taylor students can always be found
playing some kind of sport.
"Thy word is a lamp unto my feet and a light unto my
path." Ps. 119:105
Page twelve, top: Rick Dixon controls the ball. Bottom, left: Girls from Third
East Olsen participate in intramural flag football. Bottom, right: Willie Woods
receives his medal for winning the Bell Tower run while Rich Stanislaw and
Scott Nivene (left and right) look on. This page, top: Mike Woods runs
through an opening provided by offensive lineman Wade Hart. Bottom the
Taylor TroJanes play a competitive game.
Opening/ 1 3
Living in the Light
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Whenever one finds himself at Taylor, he is reminded that
God's controlling force is present, creating opportunity from
frustration and insight from experience. Despite what tomor-
row may bring, members of the Taylor community find them-
selves meeting the daily challenge of living in the light.
... "I may walk before God in the light of life." Ps. 56:13
Page 1 4, top: Jenny Blum and Gretchen Edinger walk to class in front of the
Nussbaum Science Center. Bottom: Taylor friends gather on Fourth Morris
for a special Christmas Open House. Page 15, top TU scenery to enioy,
including (L-R) Taylor's Rediger Chapel and the water tower, Hermanson
Music Center and the new Zondervan Library. Bottom: Students find there's
more to enjoy at ball games than the athletic action.
1 4/Openmg
"We must raise up a Godly standard amongst men so that
they too may know the truth of Christianity and the whole-
ness that it brings to life ... we face this challenge as we have
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Parent's Weekend: Family Reunion
Family reunions are always special and the
1987 Parent's Weekend, Oct. 10-12, was no
exception. The weekend was one of family fun
and fellowship as parents discovered all that
had happened to their sons and daughters
during the first month of school while
students caught up on news from home.
The speakers for the occasion, John and
Ann Huffman, presented challenging
messages to students and parents at Friday's
chapel, Saturday's family prayer breakfast
and the Sunday morning worship service.
The Huffmans reside in Newport Beach,
California, where John pastors the 3,000
member St. Andrew's Presbyterian and Ann
is actively involved in women's ministry.
On Saturday night, Ron and Carolyn Patti,
parents of Dove award winner Sandi Patti
and outstanding musical artists in their own
right, performed an inspirational concert of
sacred music and spoken praise.
The weekend's activities did experience a
disappointing moment after the football
team's 21-8 loss to Rose Hulman. However,
both the men's and women's cross country
teams more than made up for the setback
with team championships in the National
Christian College Athletic Association meet
hosted by Taylor Saturday morning.
Top — Jim Strickland greets his family after the
game
Above — Ron and Carolyn Patti entertain with c
concert of praise.
18/Parent's Weekend
Left — Michelle Lootens raises her arms







Above — On Saturday morning, the
women's cross country team won
the National Christian College Athle-
tic Association title
Left — In spite of Taylor's Loss on
Saturday, the game still had many
exciting plays such as this fumble re-




Homecoming 1986 was a jam-packed
weekend consisting of an inauguration, a
celebration and a dedication. The activities
got underway when Dr. Jay L. Kesler was
officially invested with the office of President
of Taylor University at an inauguration
ceremony on Oct. 24.
Kesler assumed office Sept. 1, 1985, but it
was decided to wait until the new Zondervan
Library and Rice Bell Tower were completed
for the inauguration ceremony to take place
so that the dedication of the structures could
coincide with the inauguration of Taylor's
28th president. Following the inauguration, a
reception was held in the Zondervan Library.
Friday evening, as part of the performing
arts series, Taylor's campus was entertained
by the Master Player's Chamber Orchestra
from Lugano, Switzerland. Afterwards, "An
Evening in the Alps" was catered in the
Dining Commons, complete with waitresses
(Taylor students) dressed in traditional Swiss
costumes serving hot cocoa and apple tur-
novers.
Saturday's rain clouds, along with the
football team's 23-7 loss to Wabash, cast a
momentary gloom over part of the afternoon,
but during a weekend of celebration, no one
could stay "down" too long. The crowning of
the King and Queen, Greg Habegger and
Chris Macklin, was a happy event as was the
Dino concert later that evening. Dino Kart-
sonakis, a frequent performer on Taylor's
campus, once again presented an
inspirational and uplifting concert of piano
music.
Sunday began with breakfast and morning
devotions by George Glass, followed by the
Homecoming worship service. President Jay
Kesler delivered the morning message, and
the Alumni Chorale provided the special
music. Sunday afternoon included the ribbon-
cutting ceremony for the new Zondervan
Library and the dedication of the new Rice
Bell Tower.
Above, right — For the second year in a row,
Dino entertained alumni and students with a
concert of inspirational piano music.
Right — Ruth Warner Ozmun, first woman to
enter the Taylor Hall of Fame.
20/Homecommg
Below — Taylor defenders Lee Brookshire and
Dave Moellenng introduce a Wabash player to
Taylor turf.
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Above — King and Queen, Greg Habegger and Chris Macklin.
Left — Winners of first annual Bell Tower Classic Race: first, Willie
Wood; second, Scott Nieveen, third, Rich Stanislaw.
Homecoming/21
Dr. Kesler and his wife, Janie, are greeted by well-wishers after his Inauguration in Engstrom Galleria.
22/lnauguration
Kesler Honored During Inauguration
Dr. Kesler and his wife, Janie, share quiet smiles during the inaugural ceremonies
The Master Players Chamber Orchestra from
Switzerland perform a classical concert during the
ceremonies.
On Friday, October 24, Or. Jay Kesler
became the official 28th president of Taylor
University.
In a meaningful ceremony, attended by
distinguished guests as well as Taylor's own,
Dr. Kesler was presented with the bronze
president's seal by Chancellor Milo Rediger.
Delivering speeches of challenge to the new
president concerning the purpose and future
of Taylor University students were President
Lewis Salter, Wabash College; President
John Ryan, Indiana University; Senator
Richard Lugar, State of Indiana and Dr. John
Bernbaum, Christian College Coalition.
Dr. Kesler responded with his inaugural
address, "Five Smooth Stones," which
described the five guiding principals which he
felt would best serve him in the challenges
ahead.
Following the inauguration, a reception
was held in the Engstrom Galleria of the
university's new Zondervan Library so that
all of Dr. Kesler's well-wishers could meet
and greet him personally.
Inauguration/23
TU Dedicates Library, Bell Tower
The dedication of Zondervan Library and
Rice Bell Tower on October 26, 1986, marked a
long—awaited day on Taylor's campus. The
much needed new library covers 61, 000
square feet of space, and has a volume
capacity of 210,000, a statistic which leaves
plenty of room in Taylor's holdings.
The new library was made possible by a
donation from P. J. "Pat" Zondervan and his
wife Mary. Pat Zondervan is the co— founder
of Zondervan Publishing House.
The Rice Bell Tower, a new focal point on
campus, symbolizes Taylor's mission and
ministry, one pillar representing the
academic, central to all institutions of higher
learning, and the other pillar representing the
spiritual, principle to a Christian Liberal Arts
college. Crosses, representative of the
Christian faith, are embossed in the bases of
the towers.
The tower, however, is not a new symbol for
Taylor University. When Taylor first moved
to Upland in 1893, the H. Maria Wright Hall,
the first building constructed, was built with
twin towers as a symbol of Taylor Univer-
sity's stability and heritage in Upland.
Wright Hall burned to the ground on
January 16, 1960, and for 25 years the campus
was without its symbol.
The new tower was made possible by Gar-
net I. Rice, who presented the tower in
memory of her husband, Raymond E. Rice.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Rice were graduates of
Taylor.
The ceremony honoring the new structures
included speeches by Ed Dinse, Associate
Professor of English; Scott Hafemann, Asst.
Professor of Religion; Elwood Hillis, Fifth
District Congressman; Robert Rice, son of
Garnet and Raymond Rice and Jim
Wierenga, President of the Taylor Student
Organization.
Milo Rediger hands the ribbon-cutting scissors to Alice Holcombe.
Visitors get an inside glimpse of the new library's interior.
24/Library Dedication
Top — (L-R) In his address, Congressman Elwood Hillis expresses his great
respect for Taylor University. Last summer, Hillis donated his Congressional
papers to the archives of the Zondervan Library P.J. "Pat" Zondervan dis-
cussed the value of literature during his dedication speech, advising the
audience to "Read books and be helped " Jim Wierenga, student body
president, notes that space is the maior difference between the old Ayres
Library and the new Zondervan structure
Above — In honor of the occasion, the Brass Ensemble presents a concert in
Engstrom Gallena
Left A view of the Rice Bell Tower
Library Dedication/25
Variety Show Boasts Til's Finest
The Wheels guys, including Galen Classen, Kent Merrick, Brian Carter, Eric Jones, Neil Boss, Zane Huffman and Ted Bowers, do their pirate's jig for the audience
Robin Sonnevelt belts out her Variety
Show song.
26/Vanety Show
Lisa Smith, Jim Wierenga and David Ulmer amuse the audience with their "Sick and Wrong" sequel.
"Now for something completely dif-
ferent". ..that's how Jennifer Luttrell, special
events co-ordinator for 1986-87, described this
year's variety show.
As a major change this year, the show did
not use an emcee. Slides were used to
introduce the acts and Dirk Rowley served as
the hidden announcer.
Highlights of the first act were "The Big
Butt Family" by Second Center Olsen, "Snap
To It" by Five Swell Guys plus Two and
"Beep, Beep" by First South English.
Act Two included a sequal to last year's
nauseating "Sick and Wrong" performance, a
rowdy rendition of "The Pirate's Song" by the
Wandering Wheels men and a jazzy version of
"Dead Man's Blues" by the Brass Ensemble.
Kelly Kamentz, Steve Swing, Joel Durkovich, Brian Barton, James Kenniv, Jim W.erenga and Joe Maniglia entertain with "Seven's a Crowd."
Variety Show/27
Good Doctor: Good Comedy
With the unexpected destruction of Taylor's
Little Theatre, the immediate future of the
theatre program was in question. However,
as they say in the business, "The show must
go on," and indeed it did. Renovation of the
former Ayre's Alumni Memorial Library into
a theatre was completed just in time for its
debut show "The Good Doctor.
'
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This comedy, written by Anton Chekhov
and compiled by Neil Simon, was directed by
Dr. Oliver Hubbard and presented on two
successive weekends, Nov. 6-9 and Nov. 13-16.
Not only was this play unique in being the
debut show for the new "Little Theatre," but
because of the great interest of participating
students, it is the only show in recent years to
be double—cast.
In the play, the Narrator (Joe Maniglia)
shared with the audience nine different
stories interrelated through their extremes of
humor: "The Sneeze," "The Governness,"
"Surgery," "Too Late for Happiness," "A
Quiet War," "The Seduction," "The Drowned
Man," "The Audition," " A Defenseless
Creature," and "The Arrangement." Each of
these stories brought with it a comedic insight
into human behavior.
Right — Cherdyakov (Brian Smith) and his wife
(Teresa Nevil) are very excited that General Bras-
silhov (Chuck Gray) is sitting in front of them at the
theater, while the general's wife (Rochelle Manor)
is not impressed with the couple's loudness in
"The Sneeze "
Below — Two retired officers (Stephen Barron and
Frank Sharp) find themselves in the midst of their






ICC's annual Airband contest once again
was a definite success. It was an evening of
fantasy for the Taylor students as they lip
synced to the top songs of 1987.
Outrageous things such as curling irons
became microphones, brooms and toy rifles
doubled as guitars and trash cans became
drum sets for the event.
This year's contest attracted such notables
as VB40 (Jarheads), Janet Jackson (Pretty in
Polyester), Mister, Mister David Lee Roth
(Dry Heaves) and even Ratt.
With 15 bands in all, the 1987 competition
was the biggest ever, yet not so big that Texas
Ted and the Tombstone Riders couldn't take
home the prize with their song "I Want to be a
Cowboy."
Elsewhere in airband land this year, TU
was represented by the Jarheads with
""Rock Me Amadeus" and Texas Ted with "I
Want to be a Cowboy" in the Regional
Christian College Airband Contest at Hun-
tington College.
Taylor's expertise in airband performing
showed six other colleges what real bands are
made of as TU brought home first and second
place from the regional competition. Sharon Wit belts out "How Will I Know?'
Willie Wood's version of "I Wanna Be a Cowboy"
took first place Second Morris "Nerds" really rock during their airband performance.
30/ Airband
Airband/31
Intromurals: Rough, and Rowdy
You remember the three R's of grammar
school days.. .well, Taylor intramurals have
their own set of three R's—ready, rough and
rowdy. Competition this year was fierce as
teams battled it out for the winner's title.
Living up to their reputations, players were
ready to "give it their all" as friendly rough-
housing became the name of the game.
Rowdiness prevailed!
The guy's off-campus football team,
"Pretty in Pink," managed to defeat 2E
Wengatz's "Chick Magnets" in an exciting,
pulsebeating game that come down to the
wire with a one-point deciding factor. The
girl's football teams gave an equally
energetic field performance with Third Cen-
ter Olson capturing the final victory.
In the midst of the January "Taylor Tun-
dra," co-ed volleyball games were a welcome
escape from studies. The LYN's outplayed
opponents to become volleyball champs.
Top — Linda Wit attempts to stop Kim Smith from
making a touchdown run.
Above — James Brewer helps protect teammate,
Keith Singer, from the opponents' rush.
In an effort to score, Jim Robbins stretches above








Left — Steve Wild exerts a powerful punch In the
championship match.
Bottom — Robbie Howland buys time as he looks
for an open pass.
Below — In a battle of speed, John Birkey follows
close on the heels of Jere Johnson as teammates
watch from the sidelines.
U^Tr . -.' - -
lntramurals/33
Cotton Patch: Southern Gospel
Hay bales, flannel shirts, patchwork quilts
and a five piece bluegrass band helped turn
the Little Theatre into southern Georgia for
Taylor's winter production of The Cotton
Patch Gospel. A cast of eleven performed this
"toe—tappin" musical, written by Russell
Tyrez and Tom Keys, with music by the late
Harry Chapin.
The musical is based on the works of
Clarence Jordan, and tells the story of Jesus
Christ as if he had come to live in
present—day Georgia. A refreshing and dif-
ferent perspective of the life of Christ was
shown as he was baptized in the Chat-
tahoochie River, criticized by a television
preacher and lynched by the Ku Klux Klan.
The role of Jesus was played by Brian
Smith, with the rest of the cast playing the
disciples and other major roles.
They included Jon Kastelein as Joe David-
son, with his wife, Mary Hagler, played by
Teresa Nevil. Mark Nevil played Herod and
Jill Hay acted as Judas. Donalee Moore was
the Television Evangelist, with Robyn Son-
neveldt as Governor Pilate. Mandy Carpenter
played Dr. Caiaphas, the revenuer was
played by James Kenniv and Jenny Dickinson
rounded out the cast as John the Baptizer.
The five—piece band featured Dr. Timothy
Sharp on banjo, Andy Winters on fiddle, Kurt
Knuth on guitar, Julie Hall on guitar and
mandolin and Jeff Quails on string bass.
Joseph (James Kenniv) and Mary (Robyn Sonne-
veldt) share a tender moment as they reminisce
about their son.
Herod and his advisers devise their evil plot "to nip
the baby in the bud." (L-R) — James Kenniv, Noel
Carpenter, Mark Nevil, Jon Kastelein, and Brian
Smith.
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Top — A modern day virgin birth complete with the three wisemen
is celebrated in Gainesville, Georgia. (L-R) Jon Kastelein, Jenny
Dickinson, Teresa Nevil, Jill Hay, Donalee Moore, Mandy Carpen-
ter
Above — Judas (Jill Hay) schemes with Caiaphas (Mandy Carpen-
ter) tp betray Jesus in the rock garden.
Left — Following the baptism, Jesus (Brian Smith) and John the
Baptizer (Jenny Dickinson) cast their eyes heavenward as the voice
of God echoes throughout the theater.
Cotton Patch/35
Nostalgia Night Rocks Taylor
"What do you mean, they won't dance? Did
they sign a statement or something?"
screamed a flustered Dick Clark. Three
seconds later he was on the air and propelling
the audience back to Maytag Gymnasium and
the days of "Leave It to Beaver," poodle
skirts and Johnny B. Goode.
Preparations began early, and this year's
Nostalgia Night was bigger than ever with 35
acts participating in the show. Bill Ford
opened the show and drew the audience to its
feet with his rousing Elvis medley. Then the
"Faculty Four" kept the level of excitment
high with "Louie, Louie" and "Good Lovin',"
back to back.
Even with interruptions from Taylor
Maintenance, adoring fans, arguing couples
and the Sweeney sisters, emcee Jamey Sch-
mitz kept the show rolling. Joe Maniglia
taught Spaz all about Oliver Cool's method of
attracting girls and Second West Olson
showed the audience a new side of Jay Kesler
with its version of "Leader of the Pack."
Not to be forgotten was the Student
Development Staff's appearance as the
"Raisinettes" with Dave Conn, Melanie
Taylor and Linda DiMenna singing "I Heard
It Through the Grapevine." And the "Five
Swell Guys" were back, "Naturally."
After intermission, the audience was
treated to a ride in Third West Wengatz's
"Yellow Submarine," and even a surprise
performance of "Wild Thing" by stage crew
chief John Bachman.
Win Corduan displayed his musical talents
as he performed a Dave Clark Five medley
that included "Glad All Over." The women of
Third Gerig sang of how they "Dream,
Dream, Dream," while First South English in
60's polyester crooned to the men that "You
Make Me Feel Like a Natural Woman."
The core band, headed up by Marc Dubois,
included Kurt Knuth, Grant Lindman, Jim
Hays and Jeff Quails. They propelled the
audience through the night with "Great Balls
of Fire" and played most of the music for the
show.
As the evening drew to a close, the term
"Blue Moon" took on a new meaning, after a
memorable performance by Mike Yoder,
Kelly Kamentz, Greg Beaverson and Jeff
Cramer. Then Greg Sweet and a lineup of
waitresses brought the house down with
"Shout."
Above — The Girls from Second
West Olson find a surprising
"Leader of the Pack" in President
Jay Kesler
Right — Bill Ford opens the show
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Left — John Bachman "wows" the audience with his
spontaneous performance of "Wild Thing."
Below — Connie Lindman, Lisa Gammage, and Mern
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Left — Even professor's kids |omed in the act.
Nostalgia Night/37
Below — Mike Nelson, 1987 Youth
Conference speaker, emphasized
the importance of the Youth Confer-
ence theme, "Discovering His
Love."
Right — One of the obstacles of the
weekend was the famous "Battle of
the Oversized Beach Ball."
Musician on the rise Billy Sprague got into some "serious fun" while singing
"Rock This Planet."
38/Youth Conference
Y.C. '87: Discover His Love
Kent Nelson and Darla Griffith were the co-chairpersons for Youth Conference 1987.
This year's Youth Conference proved again
that high school students want to pursue a
deep and intimate relationship with Christ.
There were 730 in attendance, including 125
youth sponsors.
The conference included Mike Nelson, our
returning speaker from last year, Billy
Sprague, who performed in concert Saturday
night, and Dwight Robertson, who was the
featured speaker.
Highlights of the weekend included Jay
Kesler speaking to the youth sponsors on
adolescents in today's world and a question
and answer panel for the sponsors with Mike
Nelson, Dwight Robertson and Jay Kesler.
Billy Sprague added to the weekend not
only by providing good Christian entertain-
ment in the form of music, but also by
speaking at a special session on Saturday
afternoon where he shared his personal
struggles and the convictions he has
developed in his spiritual journey.
During the Saturday night message, Mike
Nelson presented a very clear picture about
the kind of love God offers to each of us and
invited anyone who had never accepted Christ
to do just that, at which time twenty conferees
responded.
He also challenged the audience to evaluate
their existing relationship with Christ and
consider where Christ was in their priorities.
Over 120 conferees responded to an invitation
to let Christ be Lord of their lives. The
follow—up during the weekend took place in
small discussion groups, each led by two of
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Above — Conferees and Taylor students meet the leapfrog challenge during a weekend of fun.
Youth Conference/39
I
Some say the pitcher has the hardest time in slow
pitch softball. Toby Sprunger says it is just a mat-
ter of hitting the plate.
Nate Peterson puts the ball up, looking for two.
V
Shortstop Dan Benson makes a throw to first.
40/Spnng Intramurals
Spring Intramurals Involve All
Tired of eating ice cream at Ivanhoe's?
Bored with Muncie's midnight movies?
Looking for new adventure close to home?
Well, folks, look no further; men's late
night court action is here! And this is not just
another week night basketball game; it's
much more. Just like you get your choice of
movies, you also now have your choice of
court action.
For the serious viewer, there are the "A"
teams, characterized by fierce competition
and lots of intense playing. The "B" teams
are for the viewer who wants some good game
action and yet doesn't mind a few moments of
"goof off" ball.
And then there are the good ole boys of the
"C" teams. "C" team viewing is for those
who like a lot of "no—rules" action; in other
words, street ball at its finest.
Yes, folks, men's intramural basketball is a
sport for the entire family...the Taylor
family, that is!
Intramurals doesn't end with basketball,
either. After all, we always get a double scoop
at Hoe's and a double feature at the movies,
so naturally Taylor provides its own double
headers with intramural softball.
There are two types of softball: the
traditional "males only" league and the
co—ed league, beginning its second year and
now invested as a Taylor tradition. Both
leagues provide a great outlet for the release
of those "end of the year" pressures.
It's called the battle of the boards. Who do you
think is going to get the ball — Greg Wilson, Lance
Brookshire, Jim Wierenga or none of the above?
\
Spring lntramurals/41
gyptians Reign At Airband
The lights went down and the radios went
up on Air Band '87. WICC (all radio for
Taylathon) hosted the festivities with three
hours of hot airwave sound.
D.J.'s Brian Squared (Brian Walls and
Brian Vongutton) announced the first half
and DJ Prez Hart (Robert Hartwell) spun the
second section of the show. Hits by top secular
and Christian artists were aired, including
"Young Blood," "Hip to be Square," "Always
Something There to Remind Me," "Big
Time," "Love Stinks" and "Trains Up in the
Sky."
WICC went off the air with a concert replay
of "Walk Like an Egyptian," the overall
winner of this hugely successful
ICC/Taylathon event.
Right — "Hip To Be Square" is brought to life by
Taylor's nerd, David Abraham.
42/Airband
Left — Steve Fuchs realizes that there is "Always
Something There To Remind Me"
3elow — Chris Young expresses how he feels
about romance in "Love Stinks."
Above — Chris Meredith, Dave Myers, Doug Otto
and the rest of the cheerleaders lead the crowd in
"Be True To Your School."
Left — Lloyd Work dramatizes Peter Gabriel's
"Big Time."
Airband/43
Taylothon: Week of Fun For All
The 1987 Taylathon ended on Saturday, May
2, as the highlight of an exciting week of class
competition. On Monday, April 27, students
enthusiastically kicked off the week with
games of couples' softball.
Midway through the week, students were
entertained by 16 lively airbands. The
video—like performance of "Walk Like an
Egyptian" received the $50 first prize.
Spirits were high on Saturday as the women
trikers took to the track. The Freshmen
quickly secured a commanding lead which
they were able to maintain throughout the
race. However, all the teams gave it their
best shots, especially the seniors, who
managed to finish on just two wheels!
Finally, the anticipated moment arrived;
team introductions were made. Spectators
sensed the tension in the air as the bikers
mounted their sleek Schwinns and prepared
to start the race. The event evolved into an
intense power struggle between the Juniors
and the Seniors, as both teams raced for the
win with the Juniors successfully capturing
the victory. The Seniors placed second,
followed respectively by the Sophomores,
Alumni and Freshmen.
As soon as the trophies had been
distributed, students converged down at
Taylor Lake to continue ICC competitions.
The remaining events included Tarzan—Jane
competitions, Couples' Canoeing and
Tug—of—War. As the Taylathon rolled to an
end, the Juniors made an incredible
comeback after having started in last place at
the beginning of the competition.
In couples' softball, one often wonders if two heads are really better than one.
Above — And they're off'Karen Helm, Dma King, Right — Senior rider Todd Bauder peddles the
Beth Miller and Becky Roost strive to gain the lead back stretch of the bikathon.
as the trikathon begins.
44/Taylathon
Above — The tug-of-war competition tests the
sophomores' strength.
Left — Chris Young and Janell Behm try to get out
of a tight spot in the canoe race.
Taylathon/45
. On a sunny spring day.
Walley Cambell groans after participating in the
human steam roller during Youth Conference.




Agnes of God — o Powerful Play
Intense. ..powerful. ..riveting. ..words that
can only somewhat capture the drama
presented in John Pielmeir's play Agnes of
God...performed in the Taylor Little Theatre
on two consecutive weekends in May.
Agnes of God raised many controversial
issues. The play revolves around Agnes
(Angie Gollmer), a young nun who has been
accused of murdering her newborn child. Dr.
Martha Livingston (Rochelle Manor) is the
court appointed psychiatrist who must assess
Agnes's mental state— a difficult task, con-
sidering that Agnes is in the guarded care of a
clever and overprotective Mother Superior
(Valerie Flower) who initially tries to conceal
incriminating facts.
Due to the deep subject matter in Agnes,
the actresses and director held discussions
immediately following each performance.
Audience members were encouraged to
respond to the play or to ask questions to gain
greater insight. Rochelle Manor advised the
audience to search for themselves in the play
and to avoid becoming totally immersed in
the plot.
As director, Dr. Jessica Rousselow stated
"The basic plot line is dark and foreboding,
dealing with events most of us would rather
not think about." Shawna Stoll was the play's
student director.
Agnes, played by Angie Gollmer, is torn between
advice from her Mother Superior and a court-ap-
pointed psychiatrist-
Psychiatrist Dr. Martha Livingston (Rochelle Man-
or) begins to get close to Agnes
48/Agnes of God
Agnes in a quiet moment, seeking spiritual guid-
ance.
Agnes of God/49
TU Grads Begin Concert Series
Excitement filled the air as two Taylor
grads, Ric Florian ('85, lead singer of
Whitehead;) and solo artist Geoff Moore ('83)
brought their ministry of Christian rock
music back to campus to kick off the 1986—87
SAC concert series.
Next in the lineup were Scott Wesley
Brown, who entertained during World Op-
portunities Week and Robin Crow, who
presented an instrumental guitar concert on
Nov. 24.
The fourth SAC concert was another double
booking featuring DA and The Choir. These
two groups presented an adventurous evening
of cutting edge music described by DA leader
Terry Scott Taylor as "music with a risk."
The man accredited with being the father of
Christian rock, Larry Norman, arrived on
campus Saturday, Feb. 7. Norman presented
an inspirational, comedic style concert which
included several mellow songs as well as
all—time rousing favorites like "Why Should
the Devil Have All the Good Music?"
Student concerts performed at various
times throughout the year were given by
Robin Sonneveldt, Jim Wilkenson, Jill Hay
and the All—In—One quartet, whose mem-
bers include Brian Bartow, Steve Swing,
Kelly Kamentz and James Kenniv.
Ric Flo-ian and White Heart bring the "Don't Wait
for the Movie" tour to Taylor.
Above — Larry Norman, a pioneer of Christian contemporary music, plays at
- Shelia Walsh entertains at the sixth annual college Leader-
ship Conference.
50/Concerts
Phil Keaggy gets into playing his guitar as much as the audience enioys
listening.
Concerts/51
Morning Chapels Start the Day
Above — Stuart Briscoe delivers his message on
discipleship during Spiritual Renewal Week. Right
— Bill Hybels stress the importance of being a
"Spiritual Chump." Below — With the help of an
interpreter, Bible smuggler Dimitru Duduman
shares his personal testimony with Taylor stu-
dents.
52/Chapels
and Highlight the Spiritual Year
Dr. Chnstiaan Barnard spoke at a Friday chapel on May 8, stressing that the "Value of
Life" is not always what it seems and that life is often of little value when tied to medical
support systems. Barnard, who performed the first successful human to human heart
transplant in 1 967, also spoke In Ft. Wayne at the Midwest Symposium on Heart and Lung
Transplantation
Dr. Oliver Hubbard received the Distinguished Professor of the Year award at the final Taylor chapel
September's Spiritual Renewal Week set
the mood for this year's chapel speakers as
the Rev. Bill Hybels challenged each student
to be a "spiritual chump," emphasizing the
adventure of living the Christian life.
October marked the month of Taylor
Heritage Chapel featuring the classic movie
"Angel in Ebony," which gives the life
account of famed Taylor student Sammy
Morris (1928).
November ushered in World Opportunities
Week with the theme "Penetrate the
Darkness." One of the most unique speakers
of this week was Dumitru Duduman, a Bible
courier who claims to have smuggled 300,000
Bibles into the USSR.
In December, students and faculty alike
joined in a celebration of praise at Taylor's
traditional Christmas chapel. After the
holidays, David Stuart Briscoe arrived at
Taylor for this year's second Spiritual
Renewal Week. Briscoe addressed students
with the question "Are You a disciple of Jesus
Christ? If not, do something about it."
March brought David and Karen Mains to
campus with their Marriage, Family and
Singleness Week chapel series. A highlight of
May's chapel offerings was the visit of
world—renowned cardiac surgeon Dr.
Christiaan Barnard, who performed the first
successful transplant of a heart from one
human to another on Dec. 3, 1967. Dr. Barnard
spoke on the quality of human life.
Other chapels throughout the year included
messages from Taylor's President Dr. Jay
Kesler, messages from faculty members,
music chapels and Taylor Family chapels.
The Rev. Robert Griffin, Director of Student
Ministries and Campus Pastor, was in charge
of organizing the chapel services and also
gave many key addresses of his own to
encourage students in their everyday walk
with Christ.
Chapels/53
G ITS Pigs Graduate
Right, top — Andrew Lee and
Tammy Reed wear the leis |ust
after graduation sent from
Hawaii by Andrew's grandfa-
ther. Below — Darla Griffeth
gets a helping hand off stage
after she receives her diplo-
ma- Far right, top — Dr Ted
Engstrom challenges the
graduates to be "global Chris-
tians." Middle — Jayanne
Householder sings "A Mighty
Fortress is Our God" with the
Taylor University Chorale.
Bottom — Shelly Glashagel
receives the congratulations
of Dr Daryl Yost
A traditional senior banquet for graduates
and their families served by Taylor faculty
and administrators and their spouses kicked
off the graduation weekend festivities for the
Class of 1987.
But that only began the fun for the 323
grads, as a senior program in Rediger
Auditorium followed which praised the "Year
of the Guinea Pig." The '87 seniors have
adopted the guinea pig title due to their
exposure to Taylor's new general education
curriculum.
During Saturday morning's Baccalaureate
exercises, Dr. Ted W. Engstrom challenged
the group to "Be A Global Christian."
Engstrom is a Taylor alumnus and is
President and Chief Executive Officer of
World Vision.
Commencement highlights included
Student Body President Jim Wierenga's
address, "Remember," as well as President
Kesler's recognition of Trustee Dr. Paul
Gentile for donating the carillon for Rice Bell
Tower.
Retiring professors William Ewbank of
mathematics and Fred Luthy of religion were
also honored during the service for their 23
and 32 years of service to the institution,
respectively.
It was also noted that two vice—presidents
are leaving Taylor, including P. Lowell
Haines, for graduate study after ten years of
service and Norman K. Matthews, who is
retiring following three years of service.
54/Graduotion
Top left — Doryll demons receives a hug from a relative after the big event
Bottom — Duane Birkey shares the post-graduation excitement with Chen
Passon and his family. Below — Classmates listen intently as Jim Wierenga
asks them to "Remember "
Graduation/55








Back Row (L-R) — Mike Prell, Jim Wierenga, Scott
Hughett, and Tom Archibald. Front Row (L-R) —
Beki Lee, Kim Bartee, Dina King, Michelle Roberts,
Shelly Wilkie and Coreen Zoromski
Student Activities
Council
L-R — Dina King, Randy Dodge, Don Smith, Kirby
Tipple, Skip Gianopulos, Jennifer Luttrell, Amy Jones,
and Mike Prell Seated — Beki Lee.
58/Organizations
Student Services L-R — Dave Askeland, Kim Bartee, Tami McDon-als, Lisanne Shupe, Karen Helm, and David Bates
Court
Justices
Front Row (L-R) — Damn Fuller, Leland Lasure,







Front Row (L-R) — Shelly Wilkie, Tami McDonald,
Gretchen Burwick, Shawn Mulder and Jaime Brock.
Back Row (L-R) — Carolyn Boberg, Dave Ruths, Scott
McMillen, Lome Mook, Dave Flood, Doug Zeidler
and Beth Pringle.
Seniors (L-R) — Quinn White, Diana Burns and Jeff
Peterson
60/Organizations
Sophomores (L-R) — Brian VonGunten, Angie
Gollmer and Aaron Neuman.
/
Juniors (L-R) — Dave Askeland and Rich Stanis-
law.





English Hall: Front Row (L-R) — Cindy Meeks,
Christie Mckinley, and Sharlene Ehresman. Back
Row (L-R) — Carol Meier, Lori Williams, Cindi
Diener, Julie Belknap, Cyndi Bemus, Taamy Wid-
does and Dana Deacon.
Gerig Hall: (L-R) — Dave Dickinson, Karen Hollars,
Sandy Bragg, and Linda DiMenna
Wengatz Hall: Front Row (L-R) — Erik Fahlen,
Dave Ledbetter, and Steve Swing. Back Row (L-R)
— Jeft Arnette, Jetf Hurd, Dave Hinman, Dave
Conn, Brian Christy, Frank Downing, John Clark,
Randy Crouder, Doug Roggenbaum, Fred Stay-
ton, Rex Stump and Mark Stocksdale.
62/Personnel Assistants
Olson Hall: Front Row (L-R) — Shelly Cramer, Kim
Black, and Robin Hart Ley. Middle Row (L-R) —
Sandy Havenga, Amy Dodge, Crystal Handy, Me-
lonie Glassburn, Amy Coats, Amy Halvorson, and
Melanie Taylor. Back Row (L-R) — Jerri Dauben-
mier, Pamela Platz, Kim Ward, Amy Duchemm
and Tammie Byrnes
Morns Hall: Front Row (L-R) — Kevin Bluemel, Bri-
an Mishler and Ron Johnson. Second Row (L-R) —
Mark Kach, and Scott Nieveen. Third Row (L-R) —
Matt Ringenburg and Steve Long. Fourth Row (L-













The Sounds — (Front) — William Baxendale,
Carolyn Abigt and Tad Guyre Middle — Mi-
chele Frantz, Lynn Leedy, Gretchen Burwick
and Tami Newhard. Back — John Ford, John
Bollow, Chris Boyd and Stephen Upton
Brass Ensemble
•
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Jozz Ensemble
Front Row (L-R) — Kris Bullock, Todd Morgan, Angela Mullet, Michelle Har-
lan and Kevin Bluemel. Middle Row (L-R) — Doug Zelinka, Ken Hugoniot,
Tina Baranouski, John White and Ed Carlsen. Back Row (L-R) — Gary Devore,
James Kenniv, Dave Lavm, Kurt Hotmire, Darrel Hotmier, Troy Mounsey,
Andrew Lee, Duane Birkey and Director Al Harrison.
(L-R) — Don Reynolds, Cheryl Gutsche, Marcia
Diller, Linda Lewis, Beckey Fouts, Shelly Hardesty,
Teresa Thompson, Carole Newing, Karen Collom,
Lisa Puck, Mary Lou Haupert, and Thorn Verrati.





L-R — Dr. Albert Harrison, Jeff Quails, Grant Lindman,
James Kenniv, Shelli Stuiber, John White and Duane Bir-




Front Row (L-R) — Wayne Die-
trich, Amy Vrhovnik, Pam Ander-
son, Lynn Billbe, Teresa Gollmer
and Kraig Binkerd. Back Row (L-
— Professor Wenger, Profes-
sor Harms, Jim Wierenga, Troy
Funte, Mark Wenger, Cheryl






L-R — Phil Roberts, Tanya Bryan, Emily Alexander and Jeff Bailey.
Christians
In Action
L-R — Curt Cutforth, Jim Fleming, Phil Herman, Alan Symon-




Front Row (L-R) — Bob
Zentz, Gail Mercer, An-
gela McKinney, Jeff Reiger
and Coreen Zoromski.




and Professor Tim Burk-
holder
Organizations/71
Echo Follows 75-Year Tradition
This year's Echo staff followed in a 75 year
tradition of keeping Taylor informed.
Through news, features, sports and opinion
pieces, the Echo attempted to offer the Taylor
community a reflective and challenging
paper.
That is the public face of the Echo.
The private face reveals a dedicated group
of students who sought to explore through
practical experiences the world of student
journalism. This year proved to be a suc-
cessful one in many ways. The quality of the
paper progressed with the year, and the Echo
was perhaps one of the most profitable
student run enterprises on campus.
To a small group of students, the seven day
week was replaced by a six day week that
somehow compressed Thursday and Friday
into one. This is when the paper was created.
This is when friendships were made. This
when the staff learned professional skills.
This is when they ate a lot of pizza.
s
Lett — Mike Prell and Dave Bachman display Is-
sue 19 ot the Echo, a result of one of the group's
late-night work sessions. Above — Karen Musel-
men gets some assistance from Sports Editor John
Ely while typing on the Echo's Apple II
72/Echo
ECHO
. . r Ui • • pland, In hana
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Echo Staff
Editor David Bachman
Associate Editor Karen Muselman
Associate Editor Randy Southern
Sports Editor John Ely
Layout Editor Michael Prell
Photographers John Bachman
Chris Sander
Business Manager Ken Siegle
Advertising Mgr Thor Thomsen
Editorial Adviser Marilyn Walker
Financial Adviser Dale Jackson
Left — Business manager Ken Siegle, center, con-
sults with Sandy Siegle, left and Stacy Moyer
about the possibility of new advertising prospects
Ilium Motto — Crop Until You Drop
It's June now, and for "Ye of little faith,"
yes, it's almost done. We admit that deadlines
haven't been one of our finer points this year.
We are a staff that highly regards the
"acquired art" of working under pressure—in
fact, we thrive on it.
Besides, being the committed individuals
that we are, we felt it only "right and proper"
(not as in proper—cropper) that we keep our
Echo neighbors company on those late—night
Thursday work sessions.
Our goal was to make this book a special
memory of your 1986— 87 year at Taylor. The
theme this year is "Living in the Light,"
chosen for three reasons: the first is to sym-
bolize our commitment to Christ as the light
of our lives; the second is because the word
light describes many aspects of our lives so
well, as we exemplify in the opening section.
The third is in honor of the newly lighted
Rice Bell Tower.
Light appears on the cover, too, in the gold
circle which symbolizes the sun. As the sun, it
shines out from behind the purple triangle of
mountains, much as we as Christians should
shine out throughout the world.
The triangle also represents the Holy
Trinity, with its purple color representing the
sovereignty of our Lord.
We hope you enjoy the fact that we used the
Taylor purple and gold on the cover, as well
as remembering the Christian symbolism
that we intended with the colors.
We would like to thank the many people who
helped make this book what it is, starting with
our teachers, who were usually understan-
ding when we came to class (or didn't come at
all) half asleep after a deadline.
We also have some professional
photographers to be grateful for, including
Dan Boyd for taking our basketball pictures
in Kansas City, and Dale Sloat and Jim
Garringer for giving us several university file
photos we failed to take, as well as Marion
photographer Beecher Waters for some of his
news pictures.
We also appreciated all of Gerald Hodson's
trips to Muncie in out behalf for numerous 100
ft. rolls of film and darkroom supplies.
We also thank Larry Glaze, our
Herff—Jones representative, for many
graphics ideas, and for our secretaries, who
took endless messages and answered even
more endless questions.
Our advisor, Karen Owen, also deserves
our gratitude; she did all of the work that no
one else wanted to do. Without her, this book
would not have happened.
And finally, we'd especially like to thank
our closest friends and roommates who gave
us support throughout the year, as well as
writing copy and captions and identifying
pictures for us at all hours of the night.
Duane and Janeen
Debby Moore, Lisa Clouse and Janeen Anderson work on the monumental task of sorting all of the pictures
by floors.
Clyde Parker, between photograph
ments, as he appears on the other side
era lens
illS ' ;1
Chen Passon, our "index editor," keeps us all orga-
nized — especially Duane.
74/llium
Duane Birkey, our co-editor, photographer and darkroom technician, was not his usual smiley selt when
Janeen told him that he had torgotten to take the Athletic Department picture.
Staff








Adviser ,, Karen Owen
Financial Ad /iser Dale Jackson
Karen Owen, our advisor, stays busy at her computer
Co-Editor Janeen Anderson kept busy throughout the year writing most of
the copy, making staff assignments, and trying to keep the Ilium office




Front row (L-R) — Mary Bascom, Anita Riley, Sharmame Rolle, Angela Teo. Middle row — Mahedere Mulugeta, Darnell
Bain, Sheena Green, Susan Ebanks, Sheena Antonio, Michele Roberts and Garnell Williams Back row — Erica Roberts, Alan
Symonette and Antoine Schwager
Multi-Cultural
Club
Front row — Ed Dnsdell, Bertha Hilson, Anita Ri-
ley, Sheena Antonio, Angie McKmney, Mary Bas-
com and Elena Martin. Back row — Roger Phil-
lips, William Taylor, Laverne LaFleur, Kim Bar-
nett, Robert Anderson and Jimmy Hall
Organizations/77
T-Club members — (Front) Sherry Pomeroy, Jodie
Fuhrmann, Lucy Best, Teresa Gollmer, Jodie Wil-
liamson and Valerie Wilson. Back — Steve Van-
dermark, Pete Setian, Jett Peterson, Quinn White,
Tim Railer, Mike Yoder, Scott Mikel, Pete Bowman
and Pedro Rosario
T-Club
Four Taylor cheerleaders do one of their wild "flings" during halttime
78/Organizations
Cheerleaders
Front — Kim Kyle, Michelle Lootens, Kara Stanley, Heather Hult, Jennifer Rogers and Darla Haskins. Back — Phil Planck, Dave
Myers, Doug Otto, Steve Heiniger, Todd Hill and Tim Lambert.
Organizations/79




Trojans End With 5-5 Season
Taylor Trojans ended their season with a
5-5 record and 28-19 victory over Geneva
after a mid-season slump, which caused
Coach Jim Law some sleepless nights.
He was truly proud of the Trojan comeback
after the last game, however, when he said
"We were in a losing streak at a point in the
season where you usually don't snap out of it.
But this team came back to win its last two
games and finish .500."
The Trojans started their comeback with
the 21-14 win over visiting Manchester, with
sophomore running back Mike Woods leading
the TU offense. He gained 187 yards on the
ground. Mike Crabb added his air efforts with
9 of 24 passes completed for 116 yards. He had
three interceptions.
In the final Pennsylvania conflict, Woods
again led the offensive action, gaining 175
yards in 42 tries. He also scored two touch-
downs. Crabb had another pair of TD passes
for the offense and Pedro Rosario caught a 46-
yard touchdown strike.
Not all games during the season were as
good, with Homecoming celebrated by a 23-7
loss to Wabash. The Trojans lost four fum-
bles, had one pass intercepted and had a
blocked punt return turn into a TD. Ail-
American Steve Wild saved the day in the last
16 seconds by scoring on a four-yard touch-
down pass from quarterback Brian Huber.
And despite a 3-1 record at the time, the
Trojans lost 21-8 to Rose-Hulman. The
defense was there, with linebacker Randy
Walker recording the best game of his career
with five unassisted tackles and 13 assists.
But the offense was weak, led by Crabb with
136 yards gained in 15 of 31 carries. Woods
gained another 67 yards on 21 carries and
Wild caught six passes for 61 yards. "We just
couldn't get into any kind of offensive flow,"
Law noted.
He was much happier about the season as a
whole, though, noting that they bested last
year's 54 record, the first winning season
since 1977.
The 1986-87 Trojans played with 33 retur-
ning lettermen and 13 seniors. The entire
offensive line returned this year with the
exception of First Team Ail-American Wade
Russell, who served as a part time offensive
coach.
Team captains included wide receiver
Steve Wild and outside linebacker Jack
Houck. The defense was led by All-District 21
defensive end Jimmie Hill and defensive back
Matt Clouser.
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Above — In a game against Rose Hulman, defen-
sive back Mark Booth shows his versatility by re-
turning this punt.
Top Right — All-Amencan Dave Mollering re-
ceives assistance from his teammates in clobber-
ing the Wabash quarterback during the Home-
coming game.
82/Football
Left — All-Amencan Steve Wild catches a touch-
down pass from quarterback Mike Crabb.
Below — Quarterback Brian Huber searches for
an opening receiver during an early season game.
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Above — The 1986 Taylor Troians
Left — All-Amencan runnmgback Mike Woods takes







The Taylor ladies lead the pack at the start of a race.
Jodi Fuhrman and Betsy Zehnder run together to pace each other.
Jodi Williamson led the team to an early-season
second at the Grace Invitational this year with her
18.31 finish to tie her own school record.
84/Women's Cross Country
TU Lady Runners Take Districts
Taylor cross country ladies finished a bang-
up 28-2 season this year by taking the NAIA
District 21 championship, finishing 21st in the
NAIA nationals, and earning a first in District
III and a second in NCCAA national cham-
pionships.
The NAIA nationals ended the season, with
Jodi Williamson coming in 68th at Kenosha,
Wisconsin, Nov. 15, to lead the Taylor women.
Valerie Wilson followed at 142, Luci Best at
171, Sherry Pomeroy at 191 and Teresa
Gollmerat201.
Williamson and Pomeroy were named to
the NAIA Academic AllAmerican team for
their efforts. The honor was especially nice
for Pomeroy, who suffered a severe foot
laceration in the final outing but was able to
finish the race.
The weekend before, the ladies earned a
second in the NCCAA championship at
Cederville Ohio Nov. 8, again led by
Williamson in third. Pomeroy took fifth and
Wilson came in eighth during the outing, with
Best adding her 12th and Shelli Stuiber
coming in 33rd.
The District 21 championship was won for
the second straight year with 31 points.
Manchester ladies came in a poor second at 59
points.
Taking all-district honors for the Anderson
district championship were Williamson,
second; Pomeroy, fourth; Best, sixth;
Wilson, eighth; Gollmer, 11th and Betsy
Zehnder, 15th.
The NCCAA District III title was won by
more than 30 points with another Williamson
first, followed by Wilson at third, Pomeroy
fourth, Best fifth, Zehnder seventh, Jodi
Fuhrmann eighth and Stuiber ninth.
Sophomore Teresa Gollmer (L-R)
dons running shoes with senior
Luci Best and junior Shannon
Ford.
Women's Cross Country. (Front
row, L-R): Jodi Fuhrman, Shelli
Stuiber, Jodi Williamson, Luci
Best, Sherry Pomeroy, Valerie
Wilson. Back row: Annalisa Ball-
man, Shannon Ford, Kelley
Hughes, Megan Rarick, Betsy
Zehnder, Tanya Bryan, Teresa
Gollmer and Coach Ray Bullock.
Women's Cross Country/85
Continuing their winning record with 108
wins and 16 losses, the Taylor Jarheads ran
their way to important victories this year,
including a first in NCCAA district com-
petition, a fifth in the NCCAA nationals and
seconds at Little State and NAIA District 21
competition as season highlights.
The cross country team also took a first
place in the Marion Invitational out of five
teams competing.
Ending the season with the men's national
competition with 366 other runners at
Kenosha, Wisconsin, Nov. 15, two Jarheads
ran to 66th and 152nd places respectively. Bob
Bragg finished the race in 25:52 for 66th and
Brian Shepherd took his 152nd in 26:37.
The week before, on Nov. 8, the team did not
qualify for national NAIA competition at
Cederville, Ohio's NCCAA National cross
country competition but Bragg and Shepherd
finished eighth and ninth respectively to earn
their All-American honors with 15 other
NCCAA runners.
Taylor finished fifth in the 20-team field,
with Malone College taking top honors with 24
points.
Daryl Rider keeps his head down and his mind on
the art of running.
Trent Mays, one of the team pacesetters, keeps
ahead of his opponents.
Pete Bowman, center and Brian Shepherd give a
Marion contender a run for his money.
86/Men's Cross Country U
Cross Country Men Run for Crown
In District 21 competition at Anderson
College, the host school won 45-47 over Taylor
in the 12-team event. Bragg and Shepherd
again led the team and second and fourth to
win their NAIA berths.
Pete Bowman followed the pair in for tenth,
with Jeff Peterson 14th in the action. Jarhead
Quinn White noted of the meet "It was tough
on all of us seniors to lose the districts by two
points, but with with 108 wins and a super
corps of teammates, I was glad to be a part of
this year's team."
Ranked 22nd in the country this year in
NAIA polling, the TU runners won their
District III title in a three-way tie of 43 points.
Freshman Kevin Roth running in as sixth
man at 18th, broke the tie for the win.
New Coach Chris Coy was proud of the team
and its season, along with the team members
themselves. "1986 was the year for the
Jarheads and the new coach, Chris Coy,"
noted Jeff Peterson. "I've been running for
four years and I still don't think Taylor knows
we have a cross country team," he quipped.
Teammates Pete Bowman, lett and Bob Bragg
joke before the race.
Taylor Cross Country Team — (Front row, L-R) Brad Cogdell, Quinn White, Brian Shepherd, Jetf Peterson, Pete Bowman. Middle row: Daryl Rider, Kevin Roth,




Karen Ramsland drops to her knees to return a serve. Rochelle Fakes lumps to hit the ball back to her
opponents
Volleyball team — (Front row, L-R) Karen Ramsland, Sheri Smith, Michelle Hollar, Rochelle Fakes,
Linda Brubaker Middle row: Anne Brooks, Susan Kellum, Beth Mignor, Joni Potts, Staci Bishop,
Becky Roost, Jill Wyant Burton. Back row: Tammy Furhman, Laurel Kmzer and Susan McAllister
Laurel Kmzer keeps her eyes on the descending ball.
Volleyball players enjoy wins
The Trojan volleyball season ended with a
final record of 17 wins and 16 losses. Season
highlights of the 86-87 season include beating
Anderson three times and beating a tough
Manchester team as well.
Tourney results include placing third in the
semi-finals of both the Goshen and Purdue-
Calumet tourneys. The Trojans also placed
third in the NCCAA.
Sheri Smith was one of the season's honored
players. She was a member of the NCCAA
District 21 team and also broke a setting
record for the team.
Honored at the Goshen tourney were Laurel
Kinzer, who broke a three-year-old hitting
record and Michelle Hollar, who set a new
blocking record.
Looking ahead, it will definitely be a
rebuilidng year with only five returning
players, but "We have a good base with our
returning five," said Coach Jill Wyant Bur-
ton.
Two of the talented players the Trojans will
be missing next year are seniors Sheri Smith
and Rochelle Fakes.
Having only five players returning for the
87-88 Trojan season isn't holding them back at
all, as Coach Burton states. "I feel as if we
can compete with the power hitting teams in
the near future."
Senior Sheri Smith shoves the ball back over the
net.
Staci Bishop reaches for the coveted orb.
Volleyball/89
r
Karen Helm watches the ball as she swings for the return.




Gma L'ucibell looks a bit perplexed as she hits the ball
90/Women's Tennis
TU Women Take District Fourth
The Taylor University women's tennis
team faired well in their 1986 season. One of
the women's exciting accomplishments
included a fourth-place win in the ten-team
NAIA District 21 tournament.
Unseeded Sharon Erny won the district's
Number three singles. "Sharon's win was a
tremendous display on mental tenacity,"
stated first year coach Marcy Girton.
"She had to overcome the obstacle of not
being seeded, and then had to face two
opponents who had beaten her in the regular
season, she added. The come-from-behind,
three-hour match was definitely one of the
most significant highlights of the season.
Three other groups of players made it
through the semi-final round of the tour-
nament before elimination, including Holly
Seaman, fourth-seeded No. 2 singles player,
the fourth-seeded No. 1 doubles team of Karen
Helm and Sharon Erny and the thirdseeded
No. 2 doubles team of Holly Seaman and
Sheila Harris.
The Lady TroJanes ended with a 6-5 overall
record and were 6-3 in NAIA District 21 play.
Coach Girton looks forward to next season
in great anticipation. With a loss of three
seniors, her numbers 1,2, and 3 singles
players will be returning and ready to win.
Lisanne Shupe displays her power serve.
Women's Tennis Team — (L-R) Holly Seaman, Ka-
ren Helm, Kim Hall, Lisanne Shupe, Kim Wood,
Naomi Humphrey, Shelia Harris and Elizabeth Prin-
gle.
Women's Tennis/91
Netters Finish Season 8-4
The Taylor men's tennis team had a
positive showing this year, as a result of
strong contributions from team members at
all levels.
The team had several returning members,
as well as two outstanding newcomers who
added to the group's consistency. Marty
Rietgraf, senior, Jerry Gerig, sophomore
transfer and freshman Kep Crabb competed
in the top three singles positions and
repeatedly overpowered their opponents.
Dave Askeland, junior, also added his
experience to the team. The netters finished
their winning season at 84 and placed fifth
out of 14 in the NAIA district tournament.
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Below — Dave Askeland watches doubles partner
Noel Carpenter play the net. Above — Tom









Left — Number one player Jerry Geng shows his style
as he returns a backhand. Below — Coach Dave Hess
watches his players perform on the court.
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Above — Kep Crabb positions himself to return an awkward
shot Left — Senior Marty Rietgraf concentrates on return-
ing a difficult shot
• ' * '
Tennis/93
Soccer Kickers Fight to Score
The 1986 Trojan kickers finished with a 5-10
record, posting wins over Franklin (twice),
Purdue-Calumet, Bethel and Tri-State.
Six of the Trojan ten losses were by either
one or two goals. Highlights of the year came
against Tri-State and Huntington.
The Trojans were 4-2 winners against Tri-
State, who were runners-up in the district.
Also, the Kickers fought long and hard
against a talented team from Huntington
which was sixth nationally in the NCCAA.
Individuals who shined during the season
for the Trojans were seniors Doug Stephens,
Dave Myers and Steve Weber; juniors Scott
Stephens, Jeff Miller and Phil Kroeker and
sophomores Jeff Leichty and Rick Dixon.
A first for the Trojan soccer team was that
Doug Stephens was the first four-year letter
winner.
Chris Barr prepares to boot the ball.
Dave Myers displays his superb kicking form.
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Rick Dixon gains ground to control the ball
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Steve Weber heading the ball in the right direction.
Doug Stephens keeps the ball away from the opposition while keeping in
control of the game
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Taylor Kickers — (Front row, L-R) Dave Johnson, Steve Barrendse, Scott Stephens, Doug Stephens, Steve Weber, Jeff Miller, Mark Dodd, Mark Willis, Jeff Leichty,
Coach Springer. Back Row — Dave Myers, John Spruna, Andy Bishop, Rick Dixon, Steve Kroeker, John Ford, Jeff Reiger, Chris Barr and Phil Kroeker
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Lady Trojans Ready to Pay
From the outside looking in, it's difficult to
understand how a team who won only four of
22 games could be considered successful.
However, first year Coach Marcy Girton
exclaims "This group of girls gave a new
meaning to the word success.
Day after day they faced some of the most
challenging situations they had ever encoun-
tered—early mornings on the track,
physically exhausting practices, opponents
who were bigger and stronger and more
talented...and yet they continually faced
these challenges in a positive and enthusiastic
manner," she added.
"They gave relentless effort in the face of
adversity as well as in the face of victory. As
a coach, there was never more that I could
ask them to give because they always gave
their best," Girton noted in praise of the
team.
And the Lady Trojans' best efforts did pay
off for them often, particularly against teams
like Marion.. .or is it Marian? "We were
always able to play well against the top teams
in our district. Defeating Marion and Marian
were definite highlights of the season, she
pointed out.
Other highlights included some strong
individual performances within the team
concept. Four of the starting five averaged
double figures in scoring throughout the
season, including leading scorer Susan
Kellum at 13 points per game, Karen Helm at
11.9 points per game, Melissa Brown at 11.3
points per game and Lisa Anderson at 10.3
PPg-
Anderson also provided national
recognition for the team, winning the NAIA's
Emil S. Liston award, the highest award
given to a student athlete on the basis of
scholarship and athletic ability.
The young team and first year coach are
continually preparing for and anxiously
anticipating next year, summarized in their
motto: "Happy are those who dream dreams
and are ready to pay the price to make them
all come true."
Karen Helm attempts to pass a TECA player as
she brings the ball down the court.
Front Row (L-R) — Kristy Bradley, Shelli Stuiber, Laura May Chltwood, Chrlsta Snyder, Melissa Brown,
Lisa Gendich and Emily Cox. Back Row (L-R) — Heidi Crutchfield, Susan Kellum, Susan Konold, Lisa
Anderson, Beth Mignon, Karen Helm and Marcy Girton.
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After Rough Start, TU Ends 25-8
The Taylor men's basketball team had a
rough start this year, as the team was
plagued with many injuries early in the
season. It also had some adjustments to
make; having lost three seniors, there were
holes to fill.
As a result of the slower start, the Trojans
came to their peak late in the season. . .luckily,
just when their strength was really needed.
As guard Jim Bushur pointed out, "We star-
ted off slow, but by the end of the season we
were nails."
Beating Kentucky State, a Division Two
team, was just the beginning of a series of
victories that demonstrated the consistent
style of basketball that the TU fans have
learned to expect. The Trojans went on to
beat top—seeded Grace 79—69 to become
District 21 champs for the third time in the
last four years.
With another district championship under
their belts, the Trojans were K. C. bound once
again. This time the results were different.
Taylor went into the NAIA nationals unseeded
and won its first round game against 11th
seeded Southern Tech. In the second round,
Taylor was eliminated by a strong Washburn
team that went on to become the national
champ.
Taylor was led this year by the three senior
co—captains, including Ralph Gee, Greg
Habegger and Scott Polsgrove. The leading
scorers were Gee, who averaged 19.6 points
per game and sophomore Bushur, with 18.2
PPg-
The Trojans ended their season with a 25—8
record, another District 21 championship and
their first win in the NAIA nationals. Special
honors were given to Gee, who was named to
the All District 21 team and to the third team
All American. Jim Bushur was honored with
an All District honorable mention.
'
Scott Polsgrove dribbles the ball up court for the Troians.
1987 Troians — (Front) Tom Thornburg, Ryan Sorrell, Richard Crist, Chad Bibler, Chad Massey, Todd
Wright, Scott Dean, Eric Foister and Paul Meriweather. (Back) Coach Rick Teats, Coach Mike Springer,
Robbie Phillips, Scott Polsgrove, Doug Baler, Chris Hines, Ralph Gee, Jay Teagle, Greg Habegger, Brent




Trojons Go On to Win in Nationals
Jim Busher outmaneuvers a Southern Tech play-
er as he brings the ball up court.
Brent Meyer watches the Southern Tech guard
as he prepares to shoot for Taylor.
1,1
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Scott Polsgrove, Dr. Jay Kelser and Ralph Gee
proudly display the NAIA District 21 trophy The
district victory led to the first-round national win
over 1 Ith-seeded Southern Tech. The district win
was the third in the last four years, but winning
the national game was historically a first for Tay-
lor TU was then eliminated by Washburn, which
went on to the national NAIA title
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Above right — Marsha Walker, who long-|umped
her way to fame in NCCAA competition this year,
leaves the blocks in the first leg of a relay. Right —
Jody Williamson and Jody Fuhrman keep with a
distance competitor.
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Lady Trojans Win District 21
Above — Triple lumper Michelle Hollar gives the long |ump her best try. Below — Jenny Layton finds the
high |ump bar a bit higher than she anticipated
The Lady Trojans finished their season
mth a 56—5 record, highlighted by a NAIA
District 21 championship, a second place in
the NCCAA national track and field cham-
pionships and a third place finish in the
intercollegiate Indiana Little State meet.
These goals were achieved by 25 athletes
who were committed to the dedication and
success of the team, according to Coach Jill
Wyant. She noted that "We had a good year,
overall. We broke records, we had personal
bests; we just had a good year. Our best
accomplishment was competing for the title
at the Christian nationals."
Jody Williamson gained NCCAA All-
American status for winning the 10,000 along
with Michelle Hollar, who was also named
All— American for the triple jump and Mar-
sha Walker, who received the same attention
in the long jump.
Williamson also won the John Wheeler
award, voted on as a senior athlete who has
displayed excellence in athletic ability,
academic achievement and Christian
leadership. At home at Taylor, she was also
given the Trojane Award, as the female
athlete who has brought the most honor to
Taylor through athletics.
Although proud of the 139-112 second to
Malone in NCCAA competition May 8, the
Taylor ladies were in even better spirits when
they won the NAIA District 21 competition by
129—94 earlier in the season.
Manchester was second as the Taylor
placed in all the running events and won the
shot put (Rochelle Fakes) and the triple jump
(Michelle Hollar). Williamson set meet
records in the 10,000 and the 3,000.
Taylor brought in another two firsts with
the 400 and 1,600 relay teams, including Ann
DeGraff, Lisa Miller, Walker and Hollar in
the 400 and Hollar, Shelli Stuiber, DeGraff
and Teresa Gollmer in the 1,600.
Another Taylor honor was celebrated at the
districts as Coach Wyant was named Coach of
the Year.
The team also took third, for a final season
highlight, in the Little State meet with
Williamson taking the long events, the 5,000
and the 3,000; Hollar setting a school record in
the triple jump; Susan McAllister getting a
first in the javelin and Walker winning the
long jump.
"
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Seven TU Steeplechasers in NCCAA
The 1987 Taylor track season began with
long workouts in the hot Florida sun as Rookie
Coach Bill Bauer began to mold his team into
strong competitors. Bauer's philosophy was
"It's a short season, so there is no time to
waste."
With this in mind, the Trojans started their
season with wins over Butler University,
Marion College and Manchester. Then, the
Trojans gave no mercy at the Manchester
Invitational by winning that meet by more
than 100 points.
As the season progressed, Taylor showed
its dominance throughout the state. At the
District 21 meet, TU finished second behind
Anderson with the next closest team hurdles
behind.
In the Little State Meet, Taylor placed
second out of 18 teams. This was the best
finish the men's team had accomplished in
years. During the Little State Meet, over 15
personal records were broken by Taylor
runners.
As the Trojans concluded their season, they
finished a disappointing third at the NCCAA
national meet. Yet considering this was the
nationals, third was still outstanding.
Some of the strong contributors to the team
were sprinters Mike Yoder, Scott Nieveen
and Paul Meriweather. Rich Stanislaw and
Pedro Rosario dominated the hurdles, with
Ken Browner, Pedro Rosario and William
Taylor leading the field events, along with
Bruce Beard, who set a new school record in
the hammer throw.
Then, of course, the Jarheads, or distance
men, rounded out the team, including Brian
Shepherd, Bob Bragg, Pete Bowman and Jeff
Peterson (all of whom ran in the NAIA
nationals). The distance men qualified seven
steeplechasers to run the NCCAA meet,
including Bragg, Shepherd, Bowman, Peter-
son, White, Ely and Roth— a feat that has
never been accomplished by any other school.
The team will miss most of the graduating
Jarheads, but next year's team will be left
with strong runners like Stanislaw, Rosario,
Nieveen, Bragg and Yoder.






Golf Team Good by Season's End
Taylor golfers did not jell until late in the
season, but became successful enough to take
a sixth out of 13 teams in District 21, a fact for
which Coach and Taylor Athletic Director Joe
Romine was quite thankful.
"All year long we worked toward districts.
We ended up sixth out of 13 and played as well
as we could have. It was quite an accom-
plishment for our team," he noted after
District 21 competition on May 8.
They were led into district action by Junior
Erik Fahlen, who along with Jon Phillips had
the lowest number of strokes after 11 mat-
ches.
Another season highlight besides the
districts was a triangular match win over
Goshen and Grace in early May. They also
finished fourth in their own invitational.
Romine noted earlier in the season that the
team had had some very good individual
performances, but had had trouble "putting
everything together." They got it done,
though, and just in the knick of time.
Right — Ron Ogilby watches his ball sail down the
fairway after he uses his iron. Below — Dave Dun-
bar chips up onto the green. Below, right — Jon
Clark watches intently after a putt.
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Team leader Eric Fahlen is ready to sink a putt.
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Above — John Phillips chips up to the green from




Softball Team Remained Hopeful
The 1987 Taylor women's Softball team,
despite a 4—18 record, didn't give up hope.
"We just kept looking ahead one game at a
time," noted Coach Ron Korfmacher.
Three seniors returned to lead the team,
including outfielder Rochelle Fakes, second
baseman Chris Macklin and shortstop Sherry
Smith. New players added even more depth to
the team, with pitcher Jan Canze, third
baseman Stacey Bishop and outfielders
Cheryl Cina, Kelly Koehlinger and Emily
Cox.
The remaining returnees rounded out the
team with great consistency in fielding and
hitting, including pitcher Shannon Ford,
catcher Joey Santy, first baseman Kim Ward
and outfielder Sonya Shamblin.
"We all thought we would be winning more
than we were, but it just didn't happen," said
senior Sherry Smith.
Individuals performing well to make the
team work really came alive at the end of the
season, with Koelinger leading the batting at
a .428, followed by Smith at .367 and Ford and
Canze at .333.
Fielding still maintained its vital role as the
final team fielding average was .901.
The team had fun, too, with Cheryl "Rub-
berwoman" Cina's awesome catches, three
home runs by Santy, Fakes and Smith, an
accidental double out set up by Ward and
Bishop and the group's Florida trip.
Third baseman Stacy Bishop hurls the ball back
to second.
The 1987 Taylor Softball team — (Front row L-R) Stacy Bishop, Kelly Koehlinger, Chris Macklin, Sherry
Smith, Rochelle Fakes and Jan Canze. Back row (L-R) Joey Santy, Cheryl Cina, Sonya Shamblin, Emily
Cox, Kim Ward and Shannon Ford
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Moundmen Qualify for Districts
That's not your pitch...way to shoot that
pea. ..let's get two and get out of here.. .the
thing looked like a grapefruit...
a
Taylor—made double play...hit it a ton...the
thing broke a country mile.. .he's a south-
paw.. .let's go one seven...
Such dugout chatter could be heard
throughout the 1987 season as the Trojans
posted their fourth straight twenty—win year
and also qualified tor the NAIA District 21
tournament. The Trojan's record was 26—20
as they experienced tougher competition than
in previous years.
The team was young, consisting of eight
freshmen, while seniors Greg Beaverson,
Rich Frieder, Dan James and Greg Sweet
provided strong leadership. Sweet and James
led TTJ in hitting while placing near the top in
career batting averages.
Frieder, better known as heatmiser, led the
team in victories at 6—2, placing him fourth
on the all—time career wins list. He also led
the team in earned run averages.
Beaverson hit well over .300 and continued
his sparkling defense in center field while
leading the team in stolen bases.




Greg Beaverson takes the measure of the pitch-
er before attempting to strike.
The 1987 Baseball Troians, after completing their 26-20 season
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Left to Right — Dr. Ray Bullock, Professor of Art and Craig



























































Front Row (L-R) — Paul E. Rothrock, Associate Professor of mental Science; George W Harrison, Professor of Biology
Biology and Andrew P. Whipple, Associate Professor of Biology. Timothy J. Burkholder, Department Head and Professor of Biol-























































Front Row (L-R) — Robert V. Gortner, Department Head and ate Professor of Economics; Robert P. Beniamm, Associate Pro-
Associate Professor of Business and E Stanley Rotruck, Assoa- fessor of Accounting, James G Coe, Assistant Professor of















Lett to Right — Stan Burden, Professor of Chemistry istry, Daniel Hammond, Associate Professor of Chemis-






























L-R — Marilyn Walker, Associate Professor of Communication Arts; Dr. Charles Kirkpatrick, Associate Professor of Communi-
cation Arts and Director of Television Services; Dr. Jessica Rousselow, Professor of Communications and Theatre Arts; Dr.


































































Front Row (L-R) — M Jane Hodson, Associate Professor of Educa-
tion and Marian Kendall, Director of Certification. Back Row —
Robert J. Freese, Associate Professor of Education, Helen E Rogers,
Assistant Professor of Education, Daniel Jeran, Department Head
and Professor of Education, David Hess, Associate Professor of Edu-






















































Front Row (L-R) — Rhonda Gretillat, secretary, Dr Beulah Baker, Professor of English, Susan Winger, Director of Writing and Instructor of
English Back Row — Dr. William Fry, Professor of English, Edward Dinse, Associate Professor of English, Dr Kenneth Swan, Professor of
















Front row, (L-R) — Alan Winquist, Professor of
History and William Ringenberg, Professor of
History. Back row — Roger Jenkinson, Profes-
sor of Geography and History and Dwight Mik-
kelson, Professor of History. Not pictured —
























Left to right — Connie Lightfoot, Associate Professor; Tim Diller, Associate Professor, Art White, Assistant Professor; Leon


































































Front Row (L-R) — David Dickey, Director of Library, Michelle Hols-
berry, Secretary for Library Loan; Artis Hoffman, Acquisition Li-
brarian; Laurie Wolcott, Catalog Librarian, Barbara Stevens, Secre-
tary for Cataloging, Dwight Mikkelson, Director of Archives and
Irma Newman, Secretary to Learning Skills Center. Second Row —
Lois Weed, Circulation Librarian, Wilma Rowe, Secretary to Direc-
tor, Billie Manor, Director of Learning Support Center and Ranae
Quails, Secretary to Circulation Library. Third Row — Edwin Welch,
Library Media Specialist. Not Present — Roger Phillips, Reference
Librarian, Patricia Kirkpatrick, Math Center Coordinator and Susan




















































L-R — William Ewbank, Associate Professor of Mathematics, Dr. Paul Harms, Associate Professor of Mathematics, Dr
















Front — Rhonda Gretillat, Secretary and Janet Loy, Assistant Professor of French, Back — Richard Dixon, Assistant Professor of




























(L-R) — Dr. Ronald M. Sloan, Assistant Professor of Music; Dr. Timothy W. Sharp, Associate Professor of Music; Dr. Phillip K
Kroeker, Professor of Music; Dr. Albert D. Harrison, Assistant Professor of Music; Dr. Frederick B. Shulze, Professor of Music and
































































Health, P.E. and Recreatilon
Front — Marcy Girton, Assistant Professor, Bill Bauer, Instructor; Larry Wmterholder, Associate Professor, Jim Law, Assistant
Professor and Coach Ron Korfmacher. Back — Joe Romine, Assistant Professor, Dick Gates, Associate Professor, Jill Wyant,



































































L-R — Philip Loy, Associate Professor of Political Science and Dr. Stephan Hoffman, Associate Professor of Political Science.
1 44/Seniors
Psychology Department
Front Row — Steve Snyder, Assistant Protessor of Psychology, Vance Malone, Assistant Professor of Psychology and Director of
Testing and Dr. Joe Lund, Associate Professor of Psychology. Back Row — Dr. Alan Meyer, Associate Professor of Psychology and















Front Row (L-R) — William Montgomery, Assistant Professor of Social Work and Sharon Gray, Secretary Back Row (L-R)
— Doug Rohrman, Assistant Professor of Social Work, Alice Jackson, Associate Professor of Social Work and John





































Guinea Pigs Enjoy Being Seniors
The senior year finally came, even for the
Guinea Pig class forced to take all of those
new Gen—Ed classes, to go through Probe, 60
WR (writing courses) 52 SP (speaking cour-
ses) and 26 CC (cross—cultural classes) as
well as the senior seminar— Jerusalem.
The January month of learning replaced
Taylor's traditional Senior Capstone with an
interdisciplinary look at Jerusalem today,
coordinated by Dr. Herbert Nygren,
professor of religion and philosophy. The
objectives were to integrate faith and lear-
ning, thus developing a Christian world view.
During the first week of January, all
seniors met together for four intense days of
study filled with films, lectures, guest
speakers, panel discussions and specific
activities. For the final three weeks of the
month, they met with the professors in their
majors on topics that interrelated the con-
cepts of Jerusalem with their specific
disciplines.
Business majors, for example, studied the
Book of Proverbs; English majors anaylzed
the novels, stories and poems of Jewish
authors and art majors studied Jewish
artists.
But of course the class survived everything
else in its path, learning and having fun along
the way with all that Taylor had to offer. And
this page is devoted to the many and varied
releases of senior frustration as they showed
the rest of the campus how to really have fun
(even though coming in last at times, as the
girl's tricycle team did all four years ).
% i y . -.,
Jack Kline gets a little hands-on experience during the Business Capstone trip to Chicago.
Deb Weddle and Greg Habegger seem to be "tying the knot," but they are really |ust employing a creative
way to introduce the girl's tnke team to the Taylathon
1 48/Seniors
Chet Gorski helps Greg Sweet as he sings
"Shout" during Nostalgia Night





The 1987 senior bikeathon team included (L-R) Marc Dubois, James Swanson, Dan Benson, Ken Carlson, Jim Wilkinson, Bill Wilson,











First East Wengatz— The men of First EW had fun




































1WW fighters found the
uniforms and equip-









































Second East Wengatz— The 2EW men became "All the
President's Men" for their theme this year, carrying out
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Second Center Wengatz—The "shy" mud hog engineers of 2CW opt for their sign, replete with ID's again









The men of 2WW
enjoyed lounging













Third East Wengatz—Dwellers on 3EW had fun while jamming themselves
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Third Center Wengatz— What a great
wing...a floor full of such model Christian
men! Not only were we a part of the body of
Christ in many vital ways, we were also a
body ourselves, full of our own vital (or at
least interesting) parts.
Each member was a necessary link in the
network of needs and abilities. Without Fred,
for example, where would the leadership be?
Without Jim, where would the basketball
team be? Without Rob, where would the girls
be?
Yet even in such unity, with so many people
there were bound to be some divisions. There
were the whipped and the unwhipped, the
studious and the normal, the scopers and the
non— Californians.
One would almost expect strife and
selfishness, but an attitude of sharing was
very evident on the floor: Kevin willingly
shared his music ANY time. In return, Tim
and Mark shared with him their
presence. ..Dave freely shared his opinions
about the vandalism allowance and Penn
State. Rod and Rob shared their pop, while






Third West Wengatz— The 1986-87 school year
has definitely been memorable and eventful
for Third West, as the administration would
agree. We've had our ups and downs, but
through it all, we have remained close.
It's hard to describe Third West and who we
are. We like to think of ourselves as World
War III...the largest and last war the world
will ever see.
"For our struggle is not against flesh and
blood, but against the rulers, against the
authorities, against the powers of this dark
world and against the spiritual forces of evil
















































First East Olson— Bogart's turned out to be a popular TU hangout during
the year, especially for the 1EO women.
t '* ...
1st West Olson
First West Olson— The 1WO girls spent so much time primping that the yearbook
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Second East Olson
Second East Olson— Taylor females living on 2EO don-
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Memories of 2C0—Well, what can we say? You couldn't expect anything less
than a great year from the 1986 intramural football champs. The hills were
alive with vicious rumors of 2CO women quitting school to join a convent. But it
was really a problem with Maria—or was it Kristin?
Aims, don't you believe in the 2CO tradition? Where's the rock? What's all
this freshmen only business—let me in!
Michelle, Shelly (your Bama mama) and the rest of us are going to miss you;
watch out, Washington. How about a big reunion on Mary Lou's yacht? See you
next year, anyway.


























































The young women of
2W0 designed their own



































What's A Best Sport?—OK, so our wing shirts
caused mild confusion in the eyes of the
beholder, and so our brother floor deserted us
to "behold" some other girls.
It was, as our ex—brothers so aptly put it in
their copy, all for a purpose. The shirts
proved to be great conversation pieces for
meeting new guys and we have lots of fun
memories, such as the traditional Christmas
banquet at Beef and Boards, the wild
weekend at Shelly's, the TV—Munchie parties
during January, the bonfire with First West,
and the wing dinner at Pizza Hut.
Remember, girls, where five or more are
spontaneously gathered, it's a WING FUN-



















Third Center Olson— 3C0 doesn't just mean a Taylor
floor— it means doughnut runs at midnight, being
awakened and aerobisized at 1 a.m. before the first day
of classes for freshman initiation and being a part of
the football intramural championships. The wing was
relatively young this year, with ten freshmen, thirteen
sophomores, three juniors and two seniors, including





































Third West Olson— The local grocery store proved to




















English Cellar— When we of the English Cellar think back
on the year we remember the S.B. alert, cellar dwellers,
Mother Theresa and her refrigerator boxes, apartment
body flashing, fire drill caroling, CELLAR FOOTBALL,
Ralph the cellar rat, the night the lights went out in
Upland, 80 pairs of shoes, the first annual freshman talent























First North English— First NE was not the most social floor at Taylor during the
year, nor the most studious. But the girls had fun working together, especially on a
few select projects. They outdid themselves at Christmas with a progressive fast food
dinner in Muncie, where they caroled at five locations, including McDonald's, Noble
Roman's, Wendy's, Rax and the mall. The talented 23 also performed "You'd Better
Shop Around" for Nostalgia Night and went bowling at least once. Their favorite
campus musical group was the All-in-One quartet, and their most memorable
educational event on the wing was learning how to change a tire with "Lefty loosey,
righty tighty" directions. PA Cindy Meeks' messages beginning "This is gonna be




























Second North English—The ladies of 2NE find unusual uses for design elements in the new library,



































Second Center English— The 2CE girls recorded having
an exciting year, including becoming "volunteer foreper-


































Second South English— Kidnapping the
freshmen at 2 a.m. for a donut run to Handy
Andy's only to find the shop doesn't make
donuts any more was typical of the fun this
year on 2SE. Other glorious highlights of the
year included hauling a carpet roll to our
brother floor at midnight...serenading at 1
a.m. ..bonfires and swimming parties. ..run-
ning through the Galleria in pajamas and
shopping in Ft. Wayne.
Favorite foods were high on the fun list, too,
with Leah discovering poptarts and tuna fish,
the floor making middle of the night waffle
runs and study parties and surprise parties
featuring popcorn, nachos, oriental food,
cookies, cherry 7—Up and straight frosting.
No one will forget Jennifer and Shelley as
the "Masked Noxema Avengers" or Stace
trying to answer her alarm clock, as well as
Katrina missing small group and Vicki won-
dering who her secret letter writer is. Neither
will the group be able to forget "Next Time I
Fall in Love" after hearing it played by Mary
and Kamela over and over and over. ..Wing
Function! Super Unity! We lived, we





Tammy Widdoes, PA for
3NE, willed several
valuables this year to her
wingmates, including 20
boxes of brownie mix to
Becky Crocker Bayliff, two
microscopes to Kim (one
for the lab and one for the
DC), a "go bucks" to
Tanya, a pair of tanning
beds to Sue and Juli, a pair
of backstage passes to
Julie, a date with at least
one Andy to Michele, gold
plated instruments to
Tammy and Deb, a big, fat
dog to Darlene and another
one named Bri to Val, a
pair of icing squirt guns to
Pam and Teresa, a year's
supply of stick-ups for the
horsey smell to Kim and
Lynn, a color me beautiful
chart to Sarah, a year's
supply of Pepsi to Jill and
Julie, a pair of Nike Airs to
Christa and honors for
Campus Life dedication to
Julie, a prayer breakfast in





































WELCOME TO THIRD CENTER ENGLISH!
I'm your Cruise Director, Carol Meier. Let
me introduce you to a few of the crew mem-
bers. Our current librarian is Debbie—got
any of those new novels for the passengers,
Deb? Our music director is Jill, a huge
classical music buff.
Consult with any staff member from suite
317 for the "best picks" in delivered food.
Mincie, Esther and Shelly are your janitorial
specialists, considering all the water they
used at the end of the year! Their duties were
passed down from veterans J.J. and Kim. We
thank Sandy, our decorations director, for
beautifying our ship all year long.
To find out the entertainment schedule and
news, talk to Beth, our walking TV Guide.
Heidi, our lifeguard, says "I love working at
the Y; I'll talk to you in the morning." Along
with the rest of the crew, we hope you all have
had a wonderful cruise. Third Center, it truly













Third South English— On Feb. 2, 1987, Valerie,
Elaine and Jen (with the help of their men) blew away
Third South's nunnery image...and who knows? Maybe
Kathleen got married in August, too! The four started
with Janet and the scope book.
Julie, Third South's biggest Athletic Supporter,
followed with her roomie Karen "always a bridesmaid,
never a bride" Clouston. Cris didn't help, being the
only 3SE wingmate with a male live— in room-
mate...supplied by Mark.
But life on 3SE does not completely center around TU
men. After all, Rhonda does make them dog biscuits!
On a typical night, one might find Heidi literally clim-
bing the walls, Patricia showing off new hairstyles and
Cheryl leading the stall deco—committee (all the while
plotting to convert Lori and Melody to El Ed majors).
On the practical joke side, one has to look no farther
than Lori's things hanging from the ceiling in Suite 312
or Kristine in the study room—sealed in by Lauri and
Kelly's popcorn.
Some of the distinctions of 3SE this year include
Elena's laugh and Sue, our resident rodeo queen along
with Joy, the PE major who likes to ride DOWN ski
lifts. Our football team was also the one who dismem-




Second Gerig— The Taylor women of 2G had a lot of
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First Morris— The men of First Morris decided to




Sammy n—Home of the best on—campus football team, the "Sons of Thunder." And hey, how about our
winning third place in airband competition as the "Nerds?" Whatever you do, don't forget Sammy II's


































































Third Morris— It was a dark gloomy night
as I was treking to Bogart's Late—Nite for a
chat with Shawn Denny concerning his
Philosophy of Reality. During the trek the
Pope was assassinated and rose from the
dead with the help of a scantily—clad Daryl
and Jeff. The only explanation for this was the
large helping of Britt's spaghetti that the
Pope had eaten beforehand.
Entering the villa, I saw a motley crew of
people: Barnini, Monkiees, Kisseey, Phubbs
the weatherman, Wally the presidential can-
didate and Oral (who was in the trash.) Oh, I
saw the Brazilian editors but did not
recognize them. Just as the philosopher of the
year was to be announced, something hap-
pened that ended the whole evening with a
flash. Coffee burnt the place down with an
experiment involving methane and lighter





Fourth Morris— Penthouse, where things
are done for social reasons only! So we never
won a single intramural football game; so we
hold floor meetings in creative underwear; so
we had an incompatible sister floor—SO
WHAT?
It was all for a purpose. The Administration
offered us new lounge furniture because they
felt sorry for us. And to show our
appreciation, we had to do something.
We started winning intramural volleyball,
basketball and Softball. We switched our
sister floor to pick up the babes on Third
West. We threw wild Christmas holiday par-
ties. We even recited poetry into the wee
hours of the morning.
And NOW we have girlfriends. Intramural
























































Due to the closing of Swallow Robin (Above), many students lived off-campus this year. However, being off-campus isn't all that bad, as the pictures on p. 1 83
show. One can still play intramural football and eat at the D.C.
182/Off-campus
One of the ways to stay organized arc' live off-
campus is to play football, even if you're "pret-
ty in pink."
4&ty*#t'* [#*K J*- ** 4^^^t$
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Board of Trustees — First Row (L-R) Larita R. Boren, Jay Kesler, John McDougall, David Boyer, Robert Gilkison, Beverly Brightly Second Row — Fred Stockinger,
Joseph Brain, Roselyn Kerlin, Theodore Brolund, Richard Russell, Marshall Welch, John Hershey, James Barnes, Walter Randall, Donald Jacobson, and Lester
Gerig. Not Pictured — Edward Hermanson, Norman Sonju, Thomas Dillon, Paul Gentile, Carl Hassel and Samuel Wolgemuth.
I 84/Admimstration
Left — Daryl P. Yo5t, Provost and Executive Vice-President, Below — Norman K
Matthews, Vice-President tor Business and Finance, Bottom left — Richard J. Stanislaw,
Vice-President for Academic Affairs; Middle — Charles R. Jaggers, Vice-President for
University Advancement; Right — Paul Lowell Haines, Vice-President for Student De-
velopment
Administration/ 1 85
Right — Thomas G. Beers, Associate Vice-Presi-
dent for Student Development, Below — Janice
Shaw Crouse, Associate Vice-President for Aca-
demic Affairs; Bottom left — George Glass, Asso-
ciate Vice-President for Alumni Relations; Bottom




Top (left to right) — Herb Fry, Assistant Dean of
Enrollment; Jim Garringer, University Photogra-
pher; Middle — Betty G. Freese, Associate Direc-
tor of Alumni Programs; Robert Griffin, Campus
Pastor; Timothy W. Herrman, Associate Dean of
Students and Director of Housing, Bottom — Ger-
ald L. Hodson, Director of the Learning Resources
Center; Laura Hutson, Coordinator of Office Ser-
vices and Personnel; Dan Jeran, Director of
Teacher Education, Miriam Jeran, Donor Re-
search
188/Administration
Left — Ronald L. Keller, Director of Church Rela-
tions; Top row (left to right) — Helen Jones, Man-
ager of Donor Services, Wendy J. Koons, Director
of Special Programs and Placement, Wynn A.
Lembnght, Dean of Enrollment, Middle — Steve
Manganello, Assistant Director of Development,
, Diane Myer, Director of Student Ministries, Steve
Mortlund, Admissions Coordinator, Bottom —
Bob Neideck, Manager of the Bookstore, Jerry
Nelson, Director of Food Services
Administration/ 189
Sessions '87
Top (left to right) — Mary Kay Nugent, Assistant
Dean of Enrollment, Dr James Oliver, Campus
Physician; Middle — (top left) Dave Ratliff, Man-
ager of the Print Shop; (bottom left) Lou Roth,
Director of the Health Center; (right) Karen Rich-
ards, Switchboard Operator, Bottom — Michael
Rowe, Director of Campus Security; Dale L. Sloat,
Director of University Marketing and Media Ser-
vices; Allan J Smith, Controller.
I 90/ Administration
Top (left to right) — Charles C. Stevens, Director
of Alumni Programs; Kathy Street, Director of Fi-
nancial Aid; Middle (clockwise from left) Carmen
L. Taylor, Director of Records, Patricia Thurman,
Assistant Director of Food Services; Robert J. Van-
derwoude, Director of the Physical Plant, Lois E
Wygant, Executive Director of the Campaign for
Taylor University, Bottom — John Wallace, Direc-
tor of Continuing Education, Julie Young, Assis-
tant Director of Residence Life
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Abraham, David 1-29, 42, 179
Abshear, Meleita 2-182








Alberson, Jennifer 2-1 74
Aldndge, Jennifer 4-114
Alemishet, Kidan 4-114
Alexander, Emily 1-70, 169
Altord, Paul 4
Anderson, Janeen 3-74, 75, 163, 200
Anderson, Karen 4-114
Anderson, Lisa 3-96, 96, 160
Anderson, Lon 1-182
Anderson, Pamela 4-70, 1 15




Antonio, Sheena 2-77, 174
Archibald, Patricia 3-174




Arnette, Jeffrey 3-62, 154





Baccus, Rodney 3-5, 178






Bailey, Jeffrey 2-90, 152
Bailey, Michelle 4-115
Bam, Darnell 3-75, 77, 115
Baird, David 4-115
Ba|za, Michael I
Baker, Douglas 3-98, 182







Baranouski, Tina 3-68, 163
Barbee, Jeffrey 3-182





Barnett, Kim 2-77, 173
Barrantes, Gerardo I
Barron, Stephen 1-28, 29, 181
Bartee, Kimberly 4-58, 59, 115
Barthauer, Dale 3
Barthauer, Kim 2
Bartow, Brian 3-10, 27
Bartow, Nathon 1-152




Bauder, Todd 4-44, 116, 148
Bauer, Brian 4-116












Beard, Bruce 2 179
Beaver, Laura 4-116













Behm, Janelle 3-45, 165
Belcher, Michael 2-179
Belile, Jacquelyn 1-170





Beniamin, David 2-5, 178













Billbe, Lynn 4-70, 1 17
Binkerd, Kraig 2-70, 178




Bishop, Stacey 2-88, 89, 108, 171
Black, Kimberly 3-63, 163
Blanco, Daniel 1-155
Blue, Dana 4
Bluemel, Kevin 1-61, 63, 68, 178
















Bowman, Peter 4-78, 86, 87, 117














Brock, Jaime 1-60, 182
Brooks, Anne 3
Brooks, Valerie 2-174
Brookshire, Lance 1-41, 154




















Buck, Dr Michoel 127
Buhrow, Peter 4-118
Bullock, Kris 4-68, I 18







Burkholder Timothy J 117
Burkholder, Joleen 1-6, 165
Burns, Diana 4-60, I 18
Burton, Rodney 1
Burwick, Gretchen 1-60, 66, 171









Campbell, Walter 1-46, 180
Canze, Janice 2-108
Carl.le, Susan 3-14, 165
Carlsen, Edward 2-68, 152
Carlson, Kenneth 4-31, I 18, 14
Carlson, Timothy 2-152
Carlson, Wendy 1-162
Carpenter, Mandy 4-35, 1 18
Carpenter, Noel 1-34, 92, 155
Carr, Andreo 2-168
Carter, Daniel 4-118
















Cina, Cheryl 1-108, 174
Clark, Cheryl 2-170
Clark, Jennifer 1-71
Clark, D John 3-62, 154

















Clouse, Lisa 3-74, 75, 158
Clouser, Matthew 2-19, 81
Clouston, Karen 1-174






















Curran, Elizabeth 4-29, 120












Deacon, Dana 2-62, 166
















Downing, Frank 2-62, 151
Dnsdell, Edwardo 3-77























Edmger, Gretchen 2-15, 167
Edman, Julie 3-163




















Fischer, Phil 2-92, 123
Fisher, Wendy 3-162
Flanagan, Tom 3-92
Fleming, James 4-71 , 123
Fletcher, George 3
Flood, David 3-60




Fry, Dr William 127
Fuchs, Stephen 3-43, 157
Fuhrmann, Jodi 4-78, 84, 85, 102,
Fuhrmann, Tomi 2-88, 89, 164
Fulks, Lora 4-165
Fuller, Damn 3-59, 182









Gatzke, Lisa 2-31, 165
Gavilanez, Juanita 4
Gearheart, Shawn 1
Gee, Ralph 4-56, 98, 100, 101
Geiger, Lee 4-123
Geisz, John 3
Gendich, Lisa 1-97, 163
Genshaw, Sarah 3-170
Georgia, Knstme 4-123
Geng, Jared 2-93, 178







Cox, Mary 1-97, 164
Cox, Thomas I
Crabb, Keplen 1-93, 151









Crist, Richard 1-98, 151
Crook, Scott I
Crouch, J.ll 1-61, 161
Crowder, Randall 3-62, 155















Dickinson, Jenny 2-35, 175
Dickson, Robert 4-157
Diener, Cynthia 4-62, 121




Diller, Marcia 1-68, 175
Dinse, Edward 127





































Fahlen, Er.k 3-62, 107, 152
Foote, Elizabeth 1-158
Ford, Jonathan 1-66, 154
Ford, Mehndo 4
Ford, Shannon 3-85, 108
Ford, Steven 4
Ford, Wili.am 1-36, 156





Francis, Lynette 4-71, 123
Franks, Mary 4













Fnntz, James 4-59, 123




G.lhatt, Renee 4-12, 1 12, 124
Gmes, Ronda 1-161
Girton, Marcy 141
Glashogel, Michelle 4-54, 124
Glashagel, Robert 1-181














Gollmer, Angela 3-48, 161




















Greene, Sheena 2-77, 166
Gregerson, Michael 2
Gretillat, Kimberly
Gretillat, Rhonda 127, 136
Griffin, Andrew 4
Griffith, Darla 4-39, 54, 124
Grimes, Steven 3-124





Gutsche, Cheryl 4-68, 70, 124
Guyre, Tad 1-66, 152
Guzman, Miguel 4











Hardesty, Shelly 2-68, 164
Hardin, Kathryn 1-169
Harkness, Shawn 2
Harlan, LaMont 4-11, 125
Harlan, Michelle 2-47, 68, 162
Harris, Mark 3-154
Harris, George W
Harris, Shelia 3-91, 163
Harrison, Dr Albert D 138
Harshman, Todd 1
Hart, Wade 2-13








Haupert, Mary Lou 125, 68
Havenga, Sandra 4-63, 160


















Herman, Philip 3-71, 154
Hines, Christopher 2-98
Hmman, David 3-62, 152
Hirons, Timothy 4-182
Hittle, Tamara 1-159






































































Johnson, Jennifer 3-14, 165



















Kellum, Susan 4-88, 96, 97, 166
Kempt, Gregory 4
Kendall, Lori 4
Kennedy, Michael 2, 180
Kennedy, Tammy 3
Kenniv, James 2-10, 29, 34, 68, 69,
Kern, Timothy 3-180
Kerns, Tricia 4
Kesler, Dr Jay 3-100, 184
Kiger, Jeff 2-180
Kile, Kimberly 1-159
Kincade, Mark 1-1 56




Kinzer, Laurel 1-88, 163
Kirkpatr.ck, Virgil 4





















Handy, Craig 2-70, 153















Hill, James 3-19, 181
Hill, Todd 1-79
Hill, Wendy 2-162
Hilson, Bertha 3-77, 158
Hilty, Jodine 4-167
Himes, Julie 2
Howland, Dav.d 1-33, 157
Hubbard, Jay 2-157






Hughes, Kelley 3-85, 161
Hughett, Scott 4-58, 126
Hugoniot, Kenneth 2-68
Hult, Heather 3-42, 79, 159
Hult, Heidi 4-126
Humphrey, Naomi 4-91, 126
Hunt, Larry 4









Kach, Mark 3-63, 179
Kahlenbeck, Michael 3






Koehlinger, Kelly 1-108, 174
Koelsch, Mana 1-169










Kroeker, Dr. Phillip 138
196/lndex































Layton, Jennifer 1-102, 164
Leach, Bradley 1-152
Ledbetter, David 4-62
Lee, Andrew 4-54, 68, 71
Lee, Kathy 4















Lindman, Connie 1-37, 158









Long, Stephen 3-63, 180
Lootens, Michelle 1-19
Loy, Janet 1 36
Luchenburg, Fred 1
Lucibello, Gina 1-90, 166
Ludwig, Cynthia 3-160















Mamgha, Joseph 3-10, 27
Mannix, Timothy 4






Martin, Elena 1-77, 174
Martin, Michelle 2-167
Mason, David 2-181



















McKmley, Christina 3-62, 170
McKmley, Joy 4













Meeks, Cynthia 3-62, 167
Meeks, Thomas 2-180













Mervau, Julie 4-1 32
Mervme, Kathleen 1-174
Meyer, Dr Alan 1 41





M.gnon, Beth 3-13, 88, 97, 166
Mikel, Scott 4-78, 132
Milleman, Jeanne 4-132
Miller, Amy 1-160
































Mook, Lome 4-60, 132
Moore, Craig 1 I 4




Morgan, Todd 1-68, 155







Moser, Todd a 4-133
Moser, Todd r 4-133
Mosier, Jamie 3-158
Mounsey, Troy 2-68, 151
Moyer, Stacy 72
Moye, Stacey 1
Mulder, Shawn 1-60, 158
Mullet, Angela 3-7, 68, 161
Mullms, Todd 4-133



























Neuman, Aaron 2-61, 154
Nevil, Mark 2-34, 154
Nevil, Teresa 4-28, 35, 134
Newell, Janme 2-163
Newhard, Tomi 4-66, 134
Newhouse, Heidi 2-174
Newmg, Carole 3-10, 68, 165
Newitt, Paul 1-156
Newlm, Brad 2
Newman, Helen Ross 4
Nicholson, Knsta 4-134






































Parker, Clyde 3-74, 75, 181
Parker, Michael 3-150
Parker, Dr Richard 138
Parmelee, Rachel 1-17 I
Passon, Brenda 4
Passon, Cheryl 2-54, 74, 75, 167
Passon, Gregory 4-135




Peddie, Christopher I -181
Pederson, Anne 4- 1 35
Peper, Gregory I
Peters, Brian 3-31, 157
Peters, Stacey 3-152










Pt.ster, Todd 1-61, 151
Phelps, Larry 2
Phillips. Jonathan 3-107, 154






Planck, Philip 1-79, 178
Platz, Molly 3





Polsgrove, Scott 4-98, 100, 136
Pomeroy, Michael 4-136
Pomeroy, Sherry 3-78, 85, 158
Pool, Kelly 4-1 36
Popham, Susan I










Prell, Michael 4-58, 72, I 37
Prmgle, Elizabeth 4-60, 91, 137
Puck, Brent 4-137
Puck, Lisa 2-68, 164
Pyle, Julia I
Quails, Albert 4-154






















































Roberts, Michelle 4-58, 77, 161
Roberts, Philip 3-47, 70, 183




Rogers, Jennifer 1-79, 161
Rogers, Robin 4-138
Rogers, Shelley 4
Roggenbaum, Douglas 4-62, 138
Rohde, Amy 4






Roost, Becky 1-44, 47, 88, 168
Roost, Marcelyn 2-168
Roost, Mindy 4-138
Rosano, Pedro 3-78, 104, 153
Ross, Carolyn 4
Rousselow, Dr Jessica 122
Rossi, Peter 4-138









Roth, Roger 143, 144
Roth, Waldo 130













Sander, Christopher 4-72, 157
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Seman, Brenda 4-77, 139
Setian, Peter 2
Sewell, April 2 7, 161
Sewell, Jeffrey 2-183
Shaddix, Kim 3-158
Shamblin, Sonyo 2-108, 168
Shannon, Becky 3
Shapley, Timothy 1-155
Sharp, Dr Timothy W I 38
Sharp, Frank 4-28
Sheeley, Scott I- 181
Shepherd, Brian 4-59, 86, 87, 1 39
Sheppard, Bradford 4 1 39
Shinn, Matthew 2-180
Shirley, Philip I - 1 55
Shivers, Brian 1-151
Shope, Toby 2-151
Shulze, Dr Frederick B I 38
Shupe, Lisanne 3-59. 91, 163






Singer, Keith 4-32, 139
Sloan, Ronald M 138


























Snyder, Steve 1 41
Sommers, Beth 1-175
Sommerviile, Donald 1-156














Strickland, James 1-18, 181
Strong, Karen 1-166
Stubbs, Kendal 4-141










Swanson, James 4-142, 148
Swanson, Teresa 2-163
Sweet, Gregory 4-110, 148
Sweeting, Mark 1
SweiTzer, Joseph 1-180
Swing, Steven 3-27, 62, 150







Ulmer, David 2-27, 150
Unger, Mark 1-151
Ungerer, Cheryl 2-183
























Weddfe, Deborah 144, 8
Weiland, Sheila 144
Wilkee, Rochelle L 168
Weldy, Angela 4
Welker, Scott







White, John 5, 68, 69, 178
Wolf, Lanssa 3-165
Wolfe, Catherine 4-146




Wood, Penny 4-143, 183











Wnght, Todd 1-98, 181
Wrigley, Jay 4-143, 148
Wurster, Bradley 3-156








Squiers, Richard 1 17
St John, Deborah 4
Stahl, Jill 4-140
Stanislaw, Andrew 4
Stanislaw, Richard 3-12, 21,






































13, 183 Taylor, Wendy 1-166
Taylor, William 1-77, 181
Teagle, Jay 2-98, 99
Templeton, Paul 3
































































Ward, Kimberly 62, 108
White, Kelly Jo 145
White, Ted 145





W.erenga, James 4-10, 25, 27, 54, 58,
70, 145
Wild, Steve 4-33, 83, 145
Wilkinson, James 145, 148
Williams, Garnell 4-77, 140
Wilhoms, Glenn 4
Williams, Lon 3-62, 169
Williams, Rebecca 4
Williams, Toni 3






Wilson, Gregory 3-41, 152
Wilson, Laura 175
Wilson, Nancy 4
Wilson, Valerie 4-85, 148











W.t, Lmda 2-6,32, 162










Young, Christopher 3-43, 45, 157
Yutzy, Cheryl 4-147
Zajkowski, Knsta 1-159
Zehnder, Elisabeth 1-84, 85, 162
Zehnder, Julia 3-160
Zehr, Er.ka 2-14
Zeidler, Douglas 2-60, 151
Zelinda, Douglas 4-48, 147
Zentz, Jeremy 2-150
Zentz, Robert 4-71, 147
Zerbe, Tamara 1-172
Zimmerman, Brent 4-5, 147
Zmsmeister, Ladema 4-147
Zmsmeister, Lisa 1-29, 161
Zoromski, Coreen 3-58, 71
Index/ 199
Volume 89 of Ilium was printed in a press
run of 1,300 books by Herff—Jones Yearbooks
of Marceline, Missouri. Offset lithography
was used to print on 80 pound stock paper with
black ink.
The color photography was printed from
color transparencies taken by Duane Birkey
and processed by McJon Professional Labs in
Ft. Wayne, IN. and Burrell Color in
Mishawaka, IN. All black and white
photography was taken by Ilium
photographers and processed in the staff
darkroom. Student portraits were
photographed by Yearbook Associates, Inc.,
of Massachusetts.
All captions and headlines in the book were
set by Herff— Jones in Chelsea Light Italic
type, in sizes ranging from six to 60 point.
Body copy throughout the book was set by the
Ilium staff in 8 point News type on a Com-
pugraphic Compuwriter IV TG and processed
with a Kodak Ektamatic Processor.
The Ilium was distributed to all students
registered in 1987 and paid for as a part of
their registration fees. It was sold to incoming
freshmen and others who desired copies at $20
per book.
The staff met in the Taylor Student Union
Dome. Inquiries about the book should be
addressed to Ilium, Taylor University,
Upland, IN. 46989. Phone calls should be
directed to Dr. Dale Jackson, Financial Ad-
visor, Chairperson of the Taylor Com-
munication Arts Department at (317) 998-
5255.
After countless hours of writing, drawing layouts,
taking pictures (six or seven thousand) and doing
the darkroom work, we are finally done — not
without the help of pizzas, popcorn, proper crop-
pers and the hassles of disappearing pens, pencils
and pictures. We hope you enjoy the book and
keep living in the light
Duane and Janeen
200/Closmg
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